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GWYNEDD SLATE QUARRIES 

Abbreviations. 

The following abbreviations are standard: 

CRO: Caernarfon Record Office, Victoria Dock, Caernarfon. 
DRO: Dolgellau Record Office, Council Offices, Dolgellau. 
GAS: Gwynedd Arch ives Service. 
I-IRO: Hawarden Record Office
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The Old Rectory, Hawarden, Dccssidc, Clwyd. 

NLW: National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth. 
PRO: Public Record Office, Chancery Ume, Kew, London. 
UWB: University of Wales, Bangor. 
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Eifion Williams, Gloddfa Ganol 
Gareth Haulfryn Williams, Deputy County Archivist of Gwynedd 
Merfyn Williams, Director, Council for the Preservation of Rural Wales 
Richard Mon·is Williams, Llanrwst 
Peter Wilson, South BenOeet 
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Measurements. 

Practically all the machinery and structures examined in the course of this survey were designed and 
built accord ing to imperial measurements. The only major exception appears to be the Bruce Peebles 
electrical machinery discovered .in some quarries. Therefore, aJI measurements are given in feet and 
inches. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This projec t has been funded by Cadw: Welsh Histo ric Monuments, and builds on the work canied out 
for the Cadw-funded Gwy nedd Quanying Landscapes project in 1993/4. That project iden tified twenty
five quarrying landscapes, which contained the most signi ficant remains of slate quarrying in Gwynedd. 
Tllis project has concentrated on identi fy ing the archaeo logical resou rce of the s late quarry ing industry 
in Gwynedd, and identify ing from that resource those fea tures cons idered to be of natioual impor tance. 

2.0 Al MS 

The aims of this project were to examine the documentary reso urce relating to the Gwynedd slate 
quanies, and to fo llow this with an extensive survey of quarries, identifying the condition of the remains 
and the level of threat to those remains . The quarries chosen fo r survey were to be those identified 
dming 1993/4 as containing the more s ig ni fica nt archaeo logical remains. A list was then to be drawn up 
of those features considered to be of national importance. 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 General 

The specific aims of the p roject (as outlined in 2.0 above) allowed a slruclured appronch to be adop ted 
wh ich took the fo llowing form: 

1) An archive and li terature search, accompanied by the creation of a bibliography; 
2) Fieldwork; 
3) Entry of the fie ldwork data onto a computerised database; 
3) Analys is of the fie ldwork data and bibliograph ic data; 
4) Incorporation of the resu lts o f the proj ect into a fi nal report. 

Mucl1 of the wo rk undertaken during 1994/5 built on the work carried out fo r the Slate Quarrying 
Landscapes project undertaken in 1993/4. During that project, all the known s late quarries in Gwynedd 
were classified o n a scale of 1 to 5 depending on the quan tity and qua li ty of archaeological remains on 
the site . T he five classifications were defined as fo llows: 

1. Sites or remains of internatio nal archaeologica l importance. 
A nearly complete range of quarry build ings, rep resenting all stages of production. The presence of 
machinery and individual features of merit was a strong facto r in placing sites in this category. 

2 . S ites or remains of natio nal (Welsl1) archaeological importance. 
A subs tantial range of quarry build ings, structures and some machine ry, but with few o r no featmes of 
special meri t. 

3 . S ites or remains of regional (Gwynedd) archaeological importance. 
A q uarry with associated structures, of which only foundations need to remain. 

4. Sites or remains of local archaeologica l importance. 
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Nearly all quarries which haave worked commercially and which do not fall into Categories I -3 would 
come into this group. 

5. Sites or remains too ruined of of too litlle significance to fall into Categories l - 4. 
Former sites of quarries or very smalJ trials of which only a pit and associated tip remain. 

In addition, appendix 3 of the resulting report (hereafter referred to as Report No. 129) discussed the 
criteria for establishing monument value. However, experience during the current year's work 
suggested that certain of the definitions as proposed in that appendix required changing if they were to 
be of pract ical benefit. The way in which each of the criteria was linally used is desctibed below. 

3.2 Criterion for scheduling ~ncien t monuments 

The eight criteria for assess ing the national irnportance of monuments as defined by the Secretary of 
State for Wales in PPG 16 are: 

(a) Period 
(b) Rarity 
(c) Documentation 
(d) Group value 
(e) Survival/condition 
(f) Fragility/vulnerabilty 
(g) Diversity 
(h) Potential 

In addition it was intended to consider ways in which the fo llowing criteria might also be incorporated: 

(i) Amenity va lue 
(j) Visual amenity. 

Consideration of a monument as a candidate for scheduling was based on an overall evaluation of all 
the relevant criteria (defined individually below) and supported by a professional interpretation. 

a. Period 

This criterion was only used if the date of the structure under consideration was known to be a 
particularly early or late example of that structure type. The criterion was not applied in the field, but 
after all the fieldwork had been completed. This criterion was only applied if the date of the structure 
was thought to raise its archaeological significance, in which case the entry is marked with a "Y" in the 
database. 

b. Rarity 

This criterion was appl ied after completion of all lhe lieldwork, wl1en those sl.ructures discovered to be 
rare were marked as such with a "Y" in the database. No entry in this fie ld means the struc ture is typical 
of its type, with a number of examples surviving. 

c. Documentation 
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This criterion could not be applied lo individua l structures, bu t instead was applied to the quarry as a 
whole for those quarries which were vis ited. This criterion appears on the printouts as 1, 2, 3, with 1 
being the preferred state in each case. 

This criterion was rated as follows: 

ArchivaL 

LOW (3) - scattered references, local and centra l government documentation, OS maps. 
MEDIUM (2) - some surviving quarry company archival documents, some reference in contemporary 
technical press. 
HIGH (1) - quarry company minute books, sales ledgers, official plans, detailed accounts in 
contemporary technical press. 

Archaeological: 

LOW (3) - limited description and sketch survey only 
MEDIUM (2) - some measured survey, photographic record, ground plans. 
HIGH (I)- description, fu ll measured survey, photographic record, published report. 

d. Group value 

This criterion was used to descri be the archaeological value of the inter-relationship of features. The 
en try has a "Y" if tlwt f"eature added mclweo logical value to another feature, and ir the result or the 
relationship was greater than the value attri buted to the two features independently. 

e. Survival/condition 

These two criteria were applied seperately and were completed in the fte ld. Survival was used to 
indicate how much survives of what is originally thought to have existed, whereas condition was used to 
ind icate the physical condition of the site. Both were scored High, Medium, Low which appear on the 
printouts as I, 2, 3, wiU1 1 being the pr_efen·ed state in each case. 

f. Fragility/vu lnerab ility 

These two criteria were applied seperateJy a.nd were completed in the field. fragi li ty was used to 
describe the state of, a.nd probability of, dete rioration from natural erosion and weathering, whereas 
vul nerability was used to describe the liklihood of damage from human agency. Both were scored 
high/mediLUll/low, which appear 'On the dababase as I , 2, 3 with 1 in both instances being the preferred 
state. 

g. D iversity 

Tllis criterion was applied on a quarry basis, by scoring each quarry high/medium/low, which appears on 
the pr intouts as 1, 2, 3, with 1 being the preferred slate in each case, according to tJ1e following 
definitions: 

LOW (3) - fewer than the average number of expecled component fealures presenl for the particular 
class of site under consideration. 
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MEDIUM (2) - average number of expected component features present for the particular class of type 
under consideration. 
HIGH (1) - greater than the average number of expected component features present for the particular 
class of site under consideration. 

h . Poten tia l 

This criterion appeaJs w[th a "Y" in the fteld i r there appears to be suflicient archaeological potential to 
raise the value of the feature. 

Ap plication of fu rther criteri a. 

Two further criteria were considered: 

i. A menity Va lue 

This criterion was applied followtng the completion of all the ueldwork, and relates to the quarry as a 
wl1ole. A quarry was therefore scored l, 2, 3, with l being the preferred state in each case, according la 

the site's suitabi lity fo r amen ity use. 

j. Visual Amenity 

This criterion was applied in the same way as amenity value, that is to the quarry as a single site. The 
quarry would be scored 1, 2, 3, with I being the preferred state in each case, if the value of the site was 
thought to be ra ised by its visual aspect either from afar, or because of the visual attractiveness of the 
features within. 

3.3 Criteria for listing his toric bu ildings 

The lis ting of historic buildings is carried out by the Secretary of Stale fo r Wales, under the Planning 
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. The definition of a bui lding suitable for listing is 
given as: Any building which is of special architectural or historic interest, which includes "any 
structure or erection, and any part of a building, structure or erection but does not include any plant or 
machinery comprised in a building". However section 1 (5) of the Act treats as pati of a building: a) any 
object or structure fixed to the bui lding: and b) any object or structure within the curtilage of the 
building which, although not fixed to the building forms part of the land and has done so since before 1 
July 1948. 

The principles of selection are set out in Appendix I of DOE Circular 8/87, which until the adoption of 
PPG 15 by the Welsh Of.fice forms the principal guidelines for listing, and are as follows: 

a) All buildings built before 1700 that survive in anything like their original condition. 
b) Most buildings of 1700 to 1840 are listed, though selection is necessary. 
c) Buildings dating from between 1840 and 1914 are only listed i r of definite quality and character, and 
the selection is designed to include the principal works of the principal architects. 
d) Selected bui ldings dating rrom between I Y 14 and 1939 or high qual ity are listed. 

When buildings are selecled for listing they are placed into one of three grades: 
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Grade l: Buildings of exceptional interest. 
Grade II*: Particularly important buildings of more than special interest. 
Grade II : Buildings of special interest, which warrant every effort being made to preserve them. 

Less than 10% of slate quarry features looked at during the course of this survey pre-date 1840, and 
those that were observed did not appear ~uitablc ror listing. I lowcvcr. various structu res of post-! X40 
date were noted that were believed to be of national importance, but were still in use by the quarry. so 
were not suitable for scheduling. These features are noted in Appendix 2. The fteldwork methodology 
used throughout this project was designed for applying scheduling criteria, as discussed in 3.2 above, 
and features were on ly considered for listing if they met the scheduling criteria, but could be 

I 

recommended for schedul ing because they were sti ll in use. 

3.4 Archive and literature search 

This work was undertaken by util is ing the resources of the UWB library, the UWB archives, and the 
Dolgellau and Caernarfon branches of the Gwynedd archives. It was not possible to collect full 
references for all sites, but the major relevant manuscript collections were noted. and those collections 
which contained substantial references to slate quarrying were also noted. In addition, collections from 
the National Library of Wales and the Public Record Office have been included although they were not 
visited for the direct purposes of this study. See 4.0 Documentary Resource for a discussion of the 
sources used. 

3.5 F ieldwork: Recot·ding technique 

It was decided to record all features within a quarry which were assumed to have been built before 1939 
and which survive above ground. It was nol possible to consider archaeological remains underground, 
although both machinery and structures are known to exist there, often in better condition than those 
above ground. On ly those fea tures owned by and clireclly related to a quaLTy were recorded; other 
related features such as independent mills, independent railways ett: were not included. Exit railways 
were included up Lo the point they left the obvious confines of the quarry. 

The on-site recording look the .form of structure identification, structure location, and scoring for 
survival, condition, fragility and vulnerability. Notes were made for those structures where 
amplification was necessary. ;\ll principal fea tures were photographed in black and white film for 
archival purposes, and selected views were taken in colour slide film. 

An A4 map (or series of maps) at a scale of either I :2500 or 1:10000 was prepared for all quarries , on 
which the location of each feature was identified with an unique number. This feature number was then 
used on a simple recording form which was designed to allow for the rapid recording of the necessary 
information as described above. Although all sites were walked over, the size of certain quarries means 
that some features may have been missed, and in the case of Dinorwic, the size of the quany allowed 
only selected parts to be visited. 

3.6 Sampling technique 

The project was designed at the outset with the assumption that a justified (as opposed to random) 
sampling technique would be used to list those quarries to be visited. The justification for visiting came 
principally from the raJ1ked list of quarries in Report No. 129, which were ranked on a scale of l to 5 
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according to the quanti ty and quality of the archaeology on the site . However, comments received from 
consultees who had been sent a copy of the repo rt, and personal knowledge of the project officers was 
also taken into account. The intention was to visit al l those quarries included within the identified slate 
quarrying landscapes, plus others known to have remains of part icular significance. 

Twenty five quanying landscapes had been identified , conta ining seventy quarries. All twenty-five 
areas have been subsequently visited, al though eleven of the seventy quarr ies were not visited, 1 because, 
although belonging to a landscape o f signi ficance, it was felt they cl id not contain archaeological remains 
of sufficient quali ty to warran t fu rther investigation2 

The in itial report ident ified 464 quarries, nlthough following rev ision twcnly-one were removed which 
were either duplicates or just o'utside the county boundary. This left 443, divided into five classes, of 
which 106 were visited. 

CLASS NO. AT START NO. VlSITED NO. AFTER 
REVISION 

1 14 14 14 
2 56 44 52 
3 87 33 89 
4 125 G 123 
5 182 9 J 65 

TOTAL 464 106 443 

A number of the quarries visi ted had their ranking changed as a resul t o f Lhe visit : 

200 16 Si.ngrig J to 4 
20019 Coed Madoc 5 to 4 
20022 Cloddfa'r Coed 5 to 4 
20027 Cornwall J to 4 
20034 Cilgwyn 5 to 3 
20062 Tan y Bwlch 4 to 3 
20075 Glymhonwy Lower 5 to 4 
10097 Hendre 2 to J 
20101 Dulyn 5 to 4 
20107 Hafoty 5 to 3 
20313 Rhiwbach 2 to 1 
20380 Penrbyngwyn 2 to 3 
20428 Cwm Ebol 2 to 3 
20472 Abercorris 2 to 3 
20489 Ratgoed 1 to 2 

3. 7 Post fieldwork ana lys is 

I PRN20074,20066, 20 l75,20 177 , 20180, 20286, 20290,2029 1, 20308, 20309, 20310. 
2 

ll was on ly possib le lo v isllhc Coed y Pare mil ls area oflhe Penrhyn quarry (20061) and a. part or the Oinorwic quarry 
(2009 1). 
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The fieldwork data was entered into a computerised database, related to the principal quarry database by 
PRN. The additional criteria were then completed lor each feature or each quarry where applicable. 
Analysis was then undertaken by type and a combined score to produce a raaked list of features. 
Professional judgement was tben used Lo select those features thought to be of national importance, ru1d 
which therefore may be suitable for scheduling or listing. From the I 05 quarries visited , 35 are thought 
to conta in some 442 features of national importance. These features are described by type in section 5.0 
below, and by quarry in Appendix Il. Appendix Ill contains a complete list of quarries visited and 
features recorded, accompanied by a map at a scale o[ I :5000 (some of the very small quarries with few 
features do not have a map) showing each of the features ident ified. 

4.0 DOCUMENTARY RESOURCE 

The documentary resource was divided up as follows : 

J .) Article in: 
a) journal 
b .) monograph 

2.) Manuscript collection 
3.) Map 
4.) Monograph 
5.) Newspaper 
6.) Official record 
7 .) Photograph 
8.) Pictorial reference 
9.) Projected/video material 
1 0.) Thesis 
11 .) Unpublished work 
12.) Verbal communicntion 

It very qu ickly became c lear Lhat the documentary resource for the Gwynedd slate industry was vast, 
even by the standards ol equivalent British indus tries. Not only do the internal records or many of Lhe 
major and middle-rank quarries survive (and others are still coming to light) but the industry itself has 
attracted consistent interest from local people and visitors, which has expressed itself in varied ways -
eisteddfod essays, for instance are a useful source, and some of those published in the nineteenth 
century, particularly jn the Ffestiniog region, are invaluable. More recently, from the second world war 
onwards, outside interest has focused on the quarry transport systems, which has led a number of writers 
to consider the archaeology of other aspects of the industry. The outstanding work here remains the 
pioneering Rhosydd Slate Quarry, by Dr Michael Lewis and John Oenton, published by The Cottage 
Press, Shrewsbury, in 1974. However, Jean Lindsay's A History of the North Wales Slate 1nduslty 
(David and Charles, 1974) and Alun Richards' Gazeleer of the Welsh Slate Industry (Gwasg Carreg 
Gwalch, 1992) remain the only overall studies. Comparatively little interest has been shown by 
academic institutions, tllough a number of theses connected with the slate industry have been submitted 
for degrees at the University of Wales, Bangor, and elsewhere, and Professor R. Merfyn Jones' The 
North Wales Quanymen, 1874-1922, though its subject is the historical socio logy of the industry, 
considers the quarrymen's work-patterns and the changes in organisation wbicb led to tbe major conflicts 
witbi.n the quarries . 

However, in all cases, the survival of records is a matter of chance, and published works concentrate 
only on areas ofindividual interest, leaving considerable gaps in the resource. 
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The first type of source consulted in the survey, wherever it existed, was an internal quarry archive. 
Those relating to Penrhyn, Dinorwic, Dorothea, Pen yr Orsedd, Croesor, Oakeley and Llechwedd fonn a 
remarkably comprehensive reco rd,3 includ ing plans, paybooks, accounts of s late production from 
individual galleries and levels, etc. These, however, are mostly large-scale quarries with histo ries of 
more or less continuous working. Where quarries were worked by a series of partnersh ips or limited 
companies, internal records are less likely to survive, o r not to survive for the whole period of the 
quarries' history. In the case of Bryn Hafod y Wern, near Bethesda, the quarry's account books survive 
from 1847 to 1860, and the minute books from 1845 to 1857, but no documentation is known to survive 
from the last phase of operations, wh ich began in 1872.

4 
S im ilarly in the case of Rhi wbach, near 

Blaenau Ffestiniog; the quarry operated from the eigh teenth century to the I 950s, and whilst the sales 
records survive from 1858 to 1878 and other records for the period 1896 to 1913, there are long gaps in 
the site's hislory fbr w hich the quarry's own archive is partly or entirely lost_s 

To some ex tent these gaps can be filled w ith orficial records. Though the informal partnerships of 
quarrymen who often took o n a si te in the early nine teenth century (an arrangen1ent wh ich was to enjoy 
a revival after 1929, and wh ich su rvives to some extent to this day) are often undocumented, lim ited 
companies set up under the Limited Liabi lity Acts have left their records in the fo rm of the Board of 
Trade archive in the Publi c Record OfJice, Kew (BT4l, BTJI). These conta in a li st of subscribers, 
sbarel10lders, and company officers, and give the date of reg istration and the address of the registe red 
offtce. One in five of the annual li st of shareho ld ings is p reserved, enab li ng a partial reconstruction of 
h·ansfers They occasionally con tain parts of a quarry's account for a particular per iod, which can be 
useful for dating a particular conslruction project. 6 An abstrac t of those thal relate to Gwynedd s late 
quarries (as well as of other mines a nd qua rries w ith in the county) has been deposited with lhe 
Caernarfon, Dolgellau and Llangefn i archives. 7 

Other papers preserved in the Public Record Office, though in this case the Chancery Lane branch, are 
those of U1e Crown Estates, preserved as LRRO. These preserve lease documents relating lo slate 
workings on crown lands or where the crown reserved the mineral rights, wh ich included Manod, all the 
quarries in the Moel Tryfan area, and Ci lgwyn. These are in each case accompanied by a plan, which 
occasionally shows the quarry in great detail. The Crown Estates records a lso preserve copies of the out
letters which occasiona ll y give exp lanations as to w hy rents have been reduced, fo r reasons such as the 
tenant's expenditw-e on new maclunery_s Rarely does correspondence survive in its entirety; an 
exception seems to be the letters to and fro m the Office or Woods, Forests and Land Revenue 
concern ing the tiny trials at Dulyn (20 I 0 I), which chart the commercial optimism (or possibly 
speculative talents) wbicb led a group of local farmers and nonconformist clergymen to undertake 
opemtio ns in this remote and unpromising spot.'1 

The records of locally-based landlords are in many cases comprehensive, and generally preserve the 
take-notes (ri ght to prospect), leases and renta ls. ln the case of Penrhyn and Dinorwic, the quarry 
administration formed part of the estate as a whole, and they were worked directly by their land lords. 

The other major estates, Gwydir, Newborough of Glynllifon, Baron Hill, Mostyn, Peniarth, leased out 
their quarries and fo r the most part preserve some records. Mostyn seems to have least; probably the 

3 
CRO Penrhyn Quarry, Penrhyn Quarry Addi tional, Dinorwic Quarry, Oorothea Quarry, Pen yr Orsedd Quarry, Pen yr orsedd 

Additional, DRO Oakeley Quarry, Croesor Quarry, Llechwedd Quarry, grenves collection, NLW Croesor. 
'
1 CRO XM/495/1-17. 
5 UWB RJ1iwbach, NLW Rhiwbach 18374-90. 
6 

E.g. BT3J/63/239, Caernarvonsh ire Slate Company, account of construction of railway from the quarry to the Nantlle 
Railway. 
: Gwynedd Arch ives Service, Jeremy Wilkinson list of Mines and Quarries. 

PRO Chancery Lane CRES 15 
9 CRES2/l574 
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quarry leases and administration were handled by a different part of the estate office. For whatever 
reason, nothing survives in the Mostyn papers at U. W.B. about their South Snowdon. Some information 
survives in Peniarth deeds at N.L.W. about Cwm Machno, in the form of lease documents, but no 
rentals. The Cyfronydd estate collection at N.L.W. contains records of the Aberllefenni slate quarry. 

The Baron Hill papers at U. W.B. include leases and rentals, including several of Cwm Eigiau quarry, but 
the most comprehensive sets of estate records are Gwydir, preserved at Grimsthorpe Castle and at the 
Leicester County Record Office, and Newborough (Giynllifon), preserved at the Caernarfon Record 
Oflice. The Gwydir papers include documents relating to the quarries on their estate (those in 
Trefriw/Lianrhychwyn, Oyffryn Lledr and near Betws y Coed) from 1788 (though they are scanty until 
1810) to the sales of 1894 to 1896 - though little enough survives to illustrate the later history ofTy'n y 
Bryn, RJ1iwgoch, Bwlch Cynnud and Chwarel Dclu. wh ich carried on working well into the twentieth 
century. 

The Newborough estate included the Glynrhonwy quarries eas t of Llanberis, Ccdryn in DyJTryn Conwy 
and Lord (swallowed up in Yotty and Bowydd) at Blaenau Ffestiuiog. The Glynllifon collection at the 
N.L. W. has been largely transferred to the Caernarfon Record O[{Jce, where it has been joined by a 
remarkable cache of letters, still in the process of being catalogued, comprising every lelter received by 
the second and third Lord Newborough from their schooldays onwards. Many of these are from the 
agents of their outlying estates with details or how the quarries were functioning mixed in with other 
rnatters to do wj th farming and shooting. In particular, correspondence from William Elias of the Abbey 
and Ardda (Dolgarrog). a compulsive letter-wri ter, provides a detailed source for Cedryn quarry and its 
neighbour, Cwm Eigiau. In addi ti on, the fac t that Lord Newborough was related by marriage to Jeffreys 
Parry de Winton, · the Caernorfon engineer, means that a greal deal of informat ion about the slate 
quarrying industry of Gwynedd survives in this enormous archive - Cor instance, a letter from de Winton 
declining an invitation to lunch as he is trying out a new locomotive at one of the Glynllifon quarries. 

Tbe records of local law firms- Yale and Hardcastle, Breese Jones Casson in C.R.O., Carter Vincent and 
Porth yr Aur in U.W.B., Machynlleth Deeds in N.L. W. - contain information about a number of 
quarries; Porth yr Aur, in particular, contains a great deal of information about U1e early days of Cefi1 
Du, Dinorwic and Cilgwyn. 

Another major resource, common to all quarr~es after a certain date, is the official Home O[{ice 
published List of Mines and Quarries, which includes figures for the number of persons at work and 
output figures, for all workings from 1895/6. Photocopies of these have been deposited in the three 
Gwynedd Record Offices. Published accident reports are a useful source, but there are no copies nearer 
G\vynedd than the Manchester Central Reference Library. 

Maps and plans are frequently found with leases, sometimes with take-notes, and are frequently found 
amongst quarry engineering records or as casual survivors in the County arcl1ive's general collection. 
The Health and Safety Executive's collection of mine and quarry plans at Bootle has recently been 
transferred to all the Coun ty Record Offices and includes a number o[ chance survivals from before the 
period of the statutory requirement to deposit plans of underground workings. The ordnance survey 
maps form an indispensable tool for the analysis of the archaeological resource, and the old county 
series 25 '' was extensively used in the preparation of the repott. Unlike U1e present-day equivalent, these 
show quarry features in great detail, including all but the most temporary lengths of railway, which 
frequently gives a clue to the purpose and function of now vanished or degraded structures. It was, for 
instance, frequently possible to tell from a map whether an incline had been a counterbalance or a water
balance by the arrangement of rai ls and by tl1e presence or absence of a water-channel to the summit. 

The original I'' survey or 1839 to IS41, though not particularly detailed, nevertheless shows the s ite of 
early workings, and marks railways and inclines, as to some extent does the 1''/2 miles survey of 1819 to 
1821 , o[ which a negative photocopy is available in the County Record Offices. 
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This largely exhausts the list of orficial records of one sort or another, but leaves out or the picture the 
considerable corpus of unofficial and informal records, often of an apparently ephemeral nature, which 
can amplify the resource, or which in some cases is all that survives. These lake various forms. 

One of the most important is The Mining Journal, of which copies exist at the N .L.W. and H.R.O. 
References to the Gwynedd slate industry abound, in the form of promotions, share-offers and technical 
descriptions, though it is clear that these need to be treated with some caution. The Mining Journal itself 
seems to have been aware of the very speculative nature of many of the undertakings, and was prepared 
to publicise them; it is possible that some sort of quid pro quo operated, and any reference needs to be 
regarded as effectively a form of publicity rather than a statement of fact. The other technical j ournals, 
Engineering and The Engineer,.are more objective. Copies are held in the Manchester Central Reference 
Library. The Annates des Mines also conta ins some references to the Ffestiniog Quarries. A run is he ld 
by lh.e University Library, Cambridge. 

The considerable interest in local h istory which the nineteenth century eisteddfodau fos tered, led to the 
preservation, and in some cases the publicat ion, of much detail that would otherwise have been lost. 
Writers such as Jonatllan Davies, Owen Morris, Wi lliam Jones Ffestinfab, G.J. Williams, Owain Gethin 
Jones and Hugh Derfel Hughes are invaluable sources for quarry history, even though they can be very 
weak on dates. 

1° Chapel histories, or histories of a particular connection, can often give details which 
are otherwise lost, such as Pererin Llesg's Hanes y Pregethwyr gvdwyd ym Mhenmachno, 11 which 
describes the lives of a number of clergymen in their original calling as quarrymen or stewards before 
they entered the ministry. The emphasis on anecdotal material in these sources can be enlightening, as 
they describe men working a particular machine or in a particular department of a quarry , 

12 

This tradition remains a very lively one in the slate districts to this day, and increasingly takes the form 
not only of essay-writing but also of practical industrial archaeology, recording, measured surveys, and 
the taping of reminiscences by former quarrymen. In this connection, it is only fitting to point to the 
excellent work being carried out by the Fforwm at Plas Tan y I3wlch, which has led to the publication or 
a history ofBiaen y Cwm quarry13 and to a manuscript history of Rhiwbach. 

The work of the Fforwm illustrates the way in which amateu r reco rd ing can be at least of the same 
s tandard as the work of profess iona l archaeo logists, and that the trad ition o[ hanes lleol cru1 be taken to a 
high academic level is also demonstrated by the wo rk of Gvvynfor Pierce Jones of Pen y Groes, whose 
M.A. (Wales) degree for a thesis on the h istory of Dorothea Quarry was awarded in 1980, and who is 
currently working on a doctoral dissertation on the subject of the Nanllle slate industry as a whole. The 
work of the slate quarry study courses that have taken place at Plas Tan y Bwlch under the direction of 
Merfyn Williams, now of U1e Campaign for the Protection of Rural Wales and Or Michael Lewis of the 
University of Hull, has led to the detailed recording of the major quarries on the G\.vydir estate. The 
surveys are kept at Plas Tan y Bwlch under the care of Peter Crew. Snowdonia National Park 
Archaeologist. 

10 
Owen Morris, Portmadoc and its Resources (Blaenau Ffestiniog, 1856), llugh Derfel .Hughes, llynaflaethau L/andegai a 

Uonllechid (Bethesda, l 866) Jonalhan Davies, Hones Chwarelau Ffestiniog (lis., t 875), W. Jones, Hones Plwyf Ffestiniog 
( l 879), Owain Gethin Jones, Gweithiau Gethin (Lianrwst, t 88 1) 
11 

Hones pregetlnvyr godwyd ym Mhenmachno yn ystod y pedwar ugainmlynedJ dh1•eddar, gyda phob emvad (Lianrwst, John 
Lloyd Roberts, ? 19 13) 
12 

The anonymous essay "Hanes Chwareli Machno", which won first prize in the Penmach no Wes lcyan Young Men's 
eisteddrod o r 1912 is an exce llen t example of this genre. The essay ilselr was discovered in a chapel safe in Llandudno Junction 
in 1989 by Mr Gwyn ror Jones, and it const itutes one or the mnin sources for the hisotry of Cwm Mach no quarry, as well as 
amp lifying the record on Blaen y Cwm, Cwt y Bugai l and Bwlch y Slaters. 
13 

G.R. Jones (goL) Chwaref llfaenycwm a elwir hefyd yn lleJ?ffridd ( 1991) 
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The involvement of people from outside the area, whose interest initially was often aroused by the 
railway preservation movement, has considerably amplified understanding of the industry. The 
bibliographical references have been given in the interim report, but mention should also be made to the 
work of Je remy Wilkinson of Wilmslow, who has built up a database of arch ive references to extractive 
industries in the County generally, which the Gwynedd Archaeological Trust was able to consult in the 
course of the slU'vey. Graham Isherwood and Eric Foulkes are cu rrently researching major projects on 
Oakeley and Penrhyn respectively, which they hope to publish at some stage. 

Visual materi al is abundant, but of varying usefulness. The resource begins with the art ists who travelled 
to Gwynedd in search or the sublime and the picturesque once the Revolutionary and Napoleon ic wars 
cut off the continent. It is now known that the aquatint by de Loutherbourg The Slate Mine in the 
N.L.W., which appears as the cover illustration la Ch111arelwyr Cyntaf Blaenau f'/estiniog/Pioneers of 
Ffestiniog Slate (P las Tan y Bwlch, 1989) is of Rydal Water in the Lake District, 1 and it is unfortunate 
that the many artists who dep icted Dolbadarn cas tl e should have neglected Di norwic quarry to the north. 
Penrhyn, with its extens ive gallery systern and tourist facilities nearby at Bangor and Cape! Curig, fared 
better, but the views rarely add to an unders tanding of the archaeology of the industry. An exception is 
the engraving published in The European Ma~azine in 1808, which shows the gallery system still in 
course of development, and wooden railways. 1 Some of the engravings in nineteenth-century tcclmical 
journals are of considerable merit in explaining how particular machines functioned. 

Photography makes a limited impact from the 1870s. with the work of John Thomas of the Cambrian 
gallery, Liverpool, whose work is preserved in the N.L.W., a collection which shows Cwm Machno, 
DiC[wys (Casson), Bra ic h Goch and possibly Rhiwbach. Grinith Jones of Port Di norwic took a large 
number of photographs or Dinorwic around the turn o f tile century, preserved in the C.R.O. in glass 
negative form, and picture postcards begin to be produced locally from around the same time. The 
Gwynedd Archive Service's collection includes over 2,000 photographs or slate quarries, but the main 
areas are very heavily represented, and hardly any were found showing quarries outside the Bethesda, 
Llanberis, Nantlle and Ffestiniog areas. The use of steam traction al Pen yr Orsedd until c. 1960, at 
Penrhyn until 1965 and at Dinorwic until 1967 lallerly brought railway enthusiasts in their droves to 
these sites, bul the photographs they took are largely three-quarter views of locomotives. O.ne important 
record, however, is the Real Photographs collection showing the de Winton locomotives at Pen yr 
Orscdd in the 1930s, published in Boyd 198 J, wh ich make c lear how these d is tinc tive and loca lly -bu ilt 
locomoti ves were designed. 

The film and video archive or the slate industry is slight, and what there is tends to be jealously guarded. 
The first Welsh-language feature film, Y Chware!wr, made by lfan ab Owen M. Edwards with an 
amateur cast in 1935, shows one of the Ffestiniog quarries, though a video of the first eight minutes, 
apparenlly all that survives, lent by the British Film Institute, shows little of the quarry itself. Sound
effect and dialogue were on records, which have been lost. The only surv iving copy of Men Against 
Death, a narrative based aro und the work of Dorothea quarry made two years earlier by C.H. Dru1d, and 
which includes a shot in which the cameraman strapped himself into a wagon on a blondin, is ow11ed by 
Tir Glas in Caernarfon, but il has unfortunatel y been stre tched and cannot be shown. 16 

A number of films taken by the rail way enthusiast lvo Peters at Pcnrhyn and Dinorwic are 
commercially available. Gloddfa Ganol Mountain Tourist Centre shows a video of Oakeley quarry at 
work before the second war and a run on the Maenofferen counterbalance incline, with a commentary by 
Wynford Vaugha.n-Thomas. 1\. film of the last run on the Llechwedd exit incline in 1964 is in private 
hands . 

14 The survey is gratefullo Dr Mary-Eiizabeth Hellyer for this clo t·ificalioll. 
I S Reproduced in Lindsay op. cif., p. 33. 
16 

Dav id Berry, Wales and Cinema (U niversity of Wales press, 1994), p. 7, p. 284, information from Gareth 1-laulfryn Williams, 
Gwynedd Deputy Archivist. 
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Finally, one of the most effective means of interpreting a particular site's archaeology is conversation 
with people who work, or worked in it, and the work of the survey was much assisted by discussions 
with former or present quarrymen and quarry managers. 

5.0. ANALYSIS OF FEATURES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Features within slate quarries were assigned to a number of different categories according to lhe1r 
function, namely: 

J .) Extraction/tipping. 
2.) Processing. 
3.) Power. 
4.) Transpo rt. 
5.) Structural features. 
6.) Administration. 
7 .) Ancillary. 
8.) Domestic. 

These are considered in turn; the resource of the category is summarised. the terminology listed and 
where necessary defined. and the features themselves analysed. Those considered to be on national 
importance are listed at the end of each section. 

S.J . Extract ion/tipping 

Summary: 

This category includes the removal of the raw blocks su itable for processing and of the badrock and 
toprock for tipping. The two latter categories comprised at least 90% of the total extracted. 

Terminology: 

This category comprjses the following features: 

Chamber: an underground extraction point. In that the survey excludes underground features, U1ese are 
only noted in the exceptional cases (e.g. Clogwyn y fuwch) where they open directly onto the surface 
Fanhousc: a structure containing a device to ventilate a mine . 
Gallery: a ledge in a stepped open quarry. 
Quarry area: an ill-defined area ofworking. 
Quarry face: a working which is approached from its foot. 
Quarry pit: a working which is sunk below ground level, and from which slate has to be raised for 
processing. 
Shaft-head: an attempt was made to distinguish between haulage shafl-heads (see 5.4 Transport) and 
roofing shaft-heads, rwff, pi. ly/fiau, points were chambers are worked into the open air. 
Tip: place where useless toprock and other rock unsuitable for processing is dumped. 
Tip-run: a means of access, by rail or other transport system, to a tip. 
Tria l: an area of working which appears never to have progressed beyond exploration of the rock. 

Analysis: 
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Though published works on the slate industry have tended to divide quarries into galleJy (stepped 
hillside working) types, pit types and underground types, and suggest that these are largely co-terminous 
with the tluec main districts of Bethesda-Lianberis, Nantlle and Blaenau Ffestiniog respectively, it was 
found that there was a considerable variety in the way quarries were worked even within particular 
areas . 

Within the Bethesda area, though Penrhyn itself (20061) was worked botJ1 as a hillside gallery quarry 
and as a galleried pit, Bryn Hafod y Wern (20045), Dolgoeh (20053) and Tan y Bwlch (20062) were 
worked as sheer-sided pits. Insufficient remained at Pan Dreiniog (20059) to tell what arrangements had 
once prevailed there, and the small-scale Moel Faban/Ty'n y Hridd cluster (20058, 20063) never 
progressed beyond simple faces in the slopes behind Caellwyngrydd. 

' 
This pattern is echoed in the Llanberis area, with both hillside and pi t workings at Viv ian (20087) and 
Dinorwic (2009 1) and pits, sometimes sheer-sided, sometimes wi th traces or a gallery system, at the 
quarries on the west s ide of Llyn Padarn (20065-20075). Prince o r Wales (20221) and Gorseddau 
(20238), both in the Pennant-Gest area, are gal lery qumries. 

In Dyrfryn Nantlle and in the quarries on the Crown Lands to the north (20175-20181) pit workings are 
near-universal, though in the Cwm Gwyrfai area, at Glanrafon (20 196), the quarry consists of a galleried 
pit with some galleried hillside workings. 

It was considered that galleried workings are now seen in their purest form at Prince of Wales (20221) 
and Gorseddau (20238), both in the Pennant-Gest area. Of the pit types, Gallt y Fedw (20032) was 
observed to be an excellent example ofNantlle practice. 

The survey did not include underground features, and therefore in sites where slate was mined rather 
than quarried, the extraction points do not figure in the report. However, it might be as well to outl ine 
the process as it was carried oul in the Glas lyn and Blaenau Ffcstiniog areas, and, and as it still goes on 
at one s ile, Maenofferen quarry (20306), and the slighlly d ifferent methods still followed at Aberllefenni 
in the Corris district (20487). Mining becomes necessary where the veins d ip and workings therefore 
have to follow the slate along the vein; at Blaenau the dip is from between 20° and 35°, whilst the dip of 
the p lane of cleavage is about 4511

• Once it becomes uneconomic to remove the overburden and toprock, 
an adit is driven, ei ther level or inclined, from wh ic h openings are commenced, which may become 
anything up to 60' wide and 50' deep. Between them supporting walls are left, between 30' and 50' 
across. The openings arc known as "chambers" and the intervening walls as "pillars'' from an earlier 
method, eventually recognised as inadequate, or supporting the rooC in which co lumns of slate, rather 
than complete walls, were left in place. This pattern was duplicated often on many levels, so that in 
cross-section a slate mine resembles a honeycomb. 

At Aberllefenni the dip is 7Q
0

, and chambers can be worked to a much greater deptb. The present system 
involves a railway leading to a ledge near the top of a chamber, to which a crane hauls the blocks once 
they have been extracted by means of a chain-saw. 

There is, nevertheless, considerable evidence of early nineteenth-century open working in these quarries, 
though often evidence was observed to have been destroyed by more recent untopping with heavy plant. 
At RJ1osydd the process of development may be traced from the early open workings at the higher, 
southern end of the quarry down to the adits which served the later underground operations.

17 
Similarly 

at Rhiwbach, the o lder pit workings lie to the south 18 whereas the trace of an incline reaching to a more 
recent adit can be seen clearly on the no rthern part of the site. 19 Rhiwbach quarry's uphaulage incline to 

17 
20283:2-7, 15, 16,40,47. 

18 
203 I 3:45 

19 
20313:24, 58. 
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the main mills20 illustrates very well the way in which slate had to be won from underground, and 
overall this site emerged as best illustrating underground slate-extraction, when considered in 
conjunction with other features of the quarry. 

Features that relate to underground extraction were noted only if they were apparent on the surface. Ad it 
mouths, for instance, are frequently apparent, and often form impressive features. 

Another instances of surface features which relate directly to underground working is the Guibal 
fanhouse at Croesor quarry ,2 1 unique within Gwynedd, made necessary by the use of underground steam 
engines. However, very liltle remains of the house itself and nothing of the machinery. It has therefore 
not been included in the recommendations in Appendix 1. A particularly fine row of ryffiau, roofing
shaft heads, was observed at Gwt y Bugajl quarry ,22 where they clearly illustrate the way in which the 
chambers worked the vein of slate. These wel'e graded high ly in terms of group value with the rest of the 
quarry. 

It is in the Dyffryn Conwy area that the greatest variety of quarry arrangement is to be found, doubtless 
because bore managers and men were chasing narrow and faulted veins of indifferent slate. At Coed 
Mawr (Ty'n Odol, 20099) near Dolwyddelen, a Nantlle-stylc pit is to be found on the valley Ooor, a 
miniature version of Dorothea; Cwm Eigiau (20 I 00) consists of hillside galleries, whilst at Rhiwgoch 
(2013 1) slate was mined. However, because this area tended to imitate rather than lead, nothing survives 
here that is not better represented elsewhere. 

The only exception to this generalisation are the underground workings in Llanrhychwyn. Though they 
do not come within the remit of Uie present study, it is worth pointing out that they preserve something 
of the early nineteenU1 century methods, abandoned elsewhere, of very large chambers, and pillars (as 
distinct from from an intervening wall, still referred to as "pillars" in quarry parlance) supporting the 
roof, a method which derives from the Lake District and which has archaeological parallels there. This 
was observed at Pen y Ffridd (21 053) where chambers have been carved out under a dolerite si 11, 
supported by pillars of slate. At Clogwyn y Fuwch (20 144) these chambers open out onto the surface, 
forming a remarkable series of mouths up the side of Mynydd Deulyn. 

Abundant evidence survives for the use of the jumper, the hand-held drill used for make the holes for 
b lasting, ·as well as for powered drills, but it did 110t prove possible to distinguish between them. The 
holes are visible as semi-circular grooves at right angles to !he plane of cleavage. Only at Llechan quarry 
was there no evidence for their use,23 suggesting that this site never used explosives, either because of 
its antiquity or because the foot-joints and pillars in the rock arc so pronounced and close together that 
black powder would have shattered the rock. 

The bulk of the rock extracted went over the edge of the tips. Though the transport implications of 
tipping are considered in 5.4. Transport, it is worth pointing out here that the form of can reveal 
evidence of early quarrying techniques. One example of this is to be found at Clogwyn y Fuwch, where 
at the bottom level a remarkable corbelled tunnel was found to have been built over a tip run?4 No other 
examples were recorded in Gwynedd, but the practice is known in the Lake District, and the feature 
strengthens the possibility that Clogwyn y Fuwch was the Lakclander William Turner's stop-an· point 
before he took on Diffwys Casson in 1800.25 This feature has therefore been included as of national 
importance. As as much a transport as an extraction/tipping feature, it is listed in section (5.4). 

20 20313:24 
21 

20279:4 
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20311:19,21,23,24. 
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20138:3 
24 20144:2 
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Lewis and Wil l iams, Pioneers ofFfestiniog Slate and correspondence from Or Lewis. 
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No features within this category have so·far been accorded statutory pro tection. 

5 .2. Process ing 

Summary: 

Processing the raw blocks into roofing slates involved a number of activi ties - jnitial reduc tion 
(brashollli), which could be cat:ried out either by hand or mechanised saw, spli tting (manhollti), a 
process which was never successfu lly mechanised, and dressi ng i.e. square-trimming the edges (naddu), 
carri ed out either manually w ith a kn ife or mechanically. Produc ing slabs involved sawing, nearly 
always mechanical, and possibly also further processes such as poli shing or enamelling or the carving of 
"fancies" . In a nUJ:nber of tbe sites surveyed, very simple and comparatively sophisticated methods co
existed, whether because of the various types of rock fo und together, the amount of capital for 
inves tment, the technical knowledge available at the time. Particular types of rock, such as the carreg 
meddal of Arfon, also lenl themselves to crushing, for use in paint or cosmetics. 

Terminology : 

Tills category comprises the following features: 

Dresser: a machine, either guillo tine type or rotary . 
Dress ing a rea: area where slates were hand-processed. 
Gwal: a s latemaker's shelte r. 
M achine area: area where machines stood in the open air. 
M ach ine base: a plinth, or arrangement of ho lding-down bolts, to secure a machine. 
Mill: a building to accommodate slate-processing machinery. Within mill buildings an attempt was 
made to d istinguish certain internal or related fea tures, namely: 

a.) mill dressing alcoves: separate areas, genera ll y d ivided from each other by a conslructed wall or a 
partition, where sp litting and dressing were carried out 
b.) mill wast e chute: a means by which U1e offcuts from the saws and waste from the trimming process 
could be disposed of. 
c.) mi ll line-shaft area: the line-shafli ng f'rom the power source, though it frequently ran internally, at 
floor- or truss- level, might also be housed in a separate parallel structure. 
d.) mi ll w aste tip : sawn ends and trimming waste; only separately noted if tbey contai n evidence of 
unusual machinery. 

Mills were further divided jnto types according to the arrangement of the ir railways -- see text. 

Tip con tractors' workings: secondary working (of tips and buildings) by local unemployed quarrymen 
(hogia' domen, "tip boys") for roofmg slates, from the Great Depression onwards. These are 
characterised by a mttltitude of small gwaliau, which are not individually noted. 

Analysis: 

The survey revealed only limited evidence fo r manual or mechanical processing carried on in the open 
air. Evidently, the construction of gwaliau begins at an early stage in the industry's history. At Gallt y 
Fedw in Oyffryn Nantlle there is archaeological evidence for slate-processing machinery standing in the 
open air,

26 
a fealure which adds to the value of lhis important site. 

26 20037:7 
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Evidence of g¥valiau was found throughout the industry wherever roofing slates formed part of the 
output. Most nre crude shelters, generally three-sided, poss ibly not always roofed, standing either alone, 
in a cluster or in a row. Those at Vivian quarry are substantjally built, with timbers suppo1iing thick 
slab roofs, of a quality and order which strengthens the possibility that Yivian was regarded as a 
"showcase" quarry for visitors?

7 
These are already scheduled . Those at Gorsecldau also seem to have 

been the result of plann i n~, as they arc comparatively large and uniform.structures, each with a ledge for 
tools built into one wall

2 
They are mentioned in the list below in that they show how these generally 

simple featmes could be made more elaborate in a site where the lessees were prepar:ed to spend heavily . 
The only others that are in any sense remarkable are those at Foe!, which have two walls and unusual 
cantilevered s lab roofs/J which have also been included as of national importance. Jt is possible that 
there may have been wooden parti tions along the back of these structures. However, no typology was 
d iscerned amongst gwaliau, and the probability is that many of them were built informally bd' the 
quarrymen. As a t"ypical example, the gwal on floor 4 at 131aen y Cwm measures 11 ' 3" by 11' J" .3 The 
areas suggested as being of national importance, namely the working bank at Dorothea, Australia, 
Egypt and Lernion levels at Dinorwic, part of the gallery and incline system at Prince of Wales, and the 
working bu ildings at the top end of Rhosydd, include a number of typical examples of this feature. 

In Nantlle gwaliau were observed partially incorporated into mill structures, such as at Gwernor and at 
Gallt y Fedw. 31 What are effectively inletna l £111't.tliau, the mill sp li lting alcoves, were identified at 
Maenofferen and Pen yr Orsedd~ where they are still in use, as we ll as at Rhos n1ill, Cape! Curig, and 
the Australia mill at Dinorwic, 2 both or which are suggested as of national importance. Tbe most 
obvious reason for the ir continued use is lo avoid confusing the men's make, though their survival can 
probably also be attr ibuted to the strength of the bn rga in system and the quarrymen's own self-image as 
independent con tracted craftsmen. 

Mills - that is to say, structures to house slate-processing mach inery - were observed to take many 
different forms, and evidently served very different func tions. Broad ly speaking, tbey might carry out 
any combination of: 

1.) initial reduction, either by hand or machine, of the raw block. 
2.) mechanically sawing a reduced block into a rectangular pallet, either for sale as a slab (in which case 
it nlight also be mechanically planed) or for further processing to make roofing-slates. 
3.) Hand-splitting of ll1e pallet into laminae for roofing-slates. 
4 .) Mechanical- or hand-trimming of the edges of the roofing s lates . 
5.) The production of "fancies" , and enamell i.ng s labs in a kiln. 

Unless machinery survives, or some other distinctive feature, such as a means of d isposing of trimming 
waste, it proved difficul t to distinguish between mills for slate production and for s lab production. 
Anecdotal evidence supports the possibility implied by the surviving archaeology, that mills could be 
adapted for whatever: purpose was required - that a roofing-slate mil l might produce slabs when 
necessary. 

The decision was therefore taken in the course of the survey to analyse mill buildings by the way in 
which rai lways were laid in them, rather than by process-flow. Four patterns of arrangement were 
identified, "transverse", "longitudinal", "radial" and "bay", though it was clear that by no means all mills 

21 
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corresponded to one or other of these categories, and that several were too badly dilapidated to be 
analysed. 

Transverse and longitudinal mills are generall y long rectangular structures, with a power source either in 
the cenlre or in the gable end. In the transverse type, the railways run across the mill, supplying blocks 
to the initial stage carried out there. The process itself runs parallel to the transverse railway, though is 
p robably not assisted by it, and the rails were only used for the removal of the emply wagons after the 
blocks had been unloaded. Tbe best example of such a system is the lwo mills on Penrhyn quarry's Coed 
y Pare site33 which have therefore been recommended for llsting. 1-Jafocllas and Rhiwbach include such 
mills, the first being of particular value both for its association with o ther features and as evidence of the 
Hunter patent saw, l11e second for its importance wit hin the s ite as a whole and as an example of a 
fi ' J4 eature powered from a shared eommon source. 

Longitudinal rnills are supplied by a rail.way, or ra il ways, which enter and leave through the gable ends 
of the bu ild ing, though the process might take place in a transverse direction. The Australia mill at 
Dinorwic is one such; two paral lel but unconnected lengths of railway occupy the centre of the m ill, one 
to supply the banks of saw tables along one wa ll , the other to remove the finished slates from the 
dressing alcoves on the opposite wal l.35 The process-now is therefore at r ight angles lo .the railways. 
This feature is of considerab le importance on account of its near-complete survival together with 
machinery . The longitudinal mill at DifCwys Casson quarry is of considerable historical significance in 
that it is regarded as the first integrated mill in the industry,36 unless the palm belongs to Minllyn

37 

where waste chutes were found .in a pre-1845 mi ll . 

The bay mil l, as its name implies, is one in which a length, or lengths, of railway enter the mill from one 
side ouly, and the raw blocks trave l in and the finished product out , by the same means . The older mill 
al Hafodlas, Betws y Coed is an excellent example of this method, and a much smaller version is to be 
seen at foe!, near Capel Curig, though a ty pical example is to b~ found at Parc .38 Hafodlas has been 
recommended because of the survival of machine bases, and Pare as lhe best example of the typical. 
Possibly this system may have been more extensively used where sand-saws were employed, and the flat 
wagons whjch transported the blocks from the extraction point were themselves run under the saw
caniage with their load and supported the block during the sawing process. 

The radial mill is a variation on the bay-type, in tbat a single railway enters the building, and a central 
wagon turntable gives access to machines arranged around lhe perimeter. Examples were identified at 
Cwm Machno and possib ly at Aberllefenni,39 and a subs tantially complete example at Cefn Madoc,

40 

where one end has been converted into a dwelling but in the other it is still possible to see the claw 
bracket marks on the trusses and the axle box holes . Like the bay mill, its use was probably confined to 
slab production, though it has effective ly been revived in the modern "integrated" mill with the 
replacement by forklil1 trucks of 2' gauge railways. 

Many variations in these patterns were noted , some of them bizarre - the middle mill a t Ratgoed, 
designed as a transverse mill, but built up against a cli ff face so Lhe far tramway doors opened out onto 
rock .

41 
A number of instances 'were noted of mi lls in wh ich it was not poss ible to analyse internal 
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arrangements, either because of poor survival - Portreuddyn,42 for example, where the mill has been 
substantially altered to mal~ lwo cow-sheds - or because of an unusual design, such as Gorseddau,43 

already scheduled, where a three-storey mill has railway access to both the ground and the first floor, 
and some sort of vertical circulation would have been practised. 

These buildings were nearly all found to be severely functional with rarely any allempt made at 
decoration, beyond occasionally a date-stone. A number (Prince of Wales, Ty'n y Coed/Arthog, 
Ratgoed lower mill)

44 
had flattened-arch doorways [or the transverse tramways. Only at Hafodlas and 

Gorseddau is there any more serious attempt at ornamentation; the l-Iafodlas mills have attractive 
cor·belled openings, whilst Gorseddau is an extraordinarily Oamboyant structure of ecclesiastical 

. d 45 proportwns an appearance. 

Build ing materiars other than slate or country rock arc rare: nl Glanrafon brick pillars to support the 
roof-trusses surv ive in situ,46 and though corrugated iron mills are known rrom archival sources, only 
the upper mill at Llechwedd rerna[ns.47 Whe re roor-urra ngements surv ive, king- or queen-post trusses or 
a standard nineteenth-century design support a slate roof, sometimes patched wiU1 corrugated-iron. T he 
Australia mill at Dinorwic has steel roof-supports.

48 
Skylights are common, as the thick low supporting 

walls arc not always suitable for windows. Hipped roofs are common, especially in exposed locations. 

Sawing machinery rarely survives in abandoned mills. Australia mill at Dinorwic49 is unique in that its 
thirty-six Ingersoll Rand saw tables remain in situ, mostly in very good condition, still with line
shafting and the vacuum extractor systems. A large double saw-table and a planer survive in the ruins of 
the Bone yr Oflis null at Pen yr Orsedd,50 which accordingly appears in the list despite the low survival 
of the building itself. Broken sand-saw blades were observed al Pompren near Dolwyddelen

51 
but 

insufficient remained to indicate bow the saws were powered or functioned. Otherwise little remains in 
any site vi sited. 

Evidence for the type of saws used in a particular quarry was sought in the sawn-end offcuts on tips, and 
in rubble used for building quarry structures. In most cases the saw used was a standard circular 
pattern, probably the Greaves patent, which invo lved a slotted table moving against the blade. Offcuts 
from sand-saws (horizontal saws, in whicl1 blades are tensioned in u carriage suspended from a frame 
and then moved backwards and forwards across the block), wi th their distinctive smooth lay and ridge 
where the cut was snapped, were observed at a number or quarries in Dyffryn Conwy and its tribu tary 
valleys, particularly Cwm Eigiau (20100) and Cedryn (20106), and it is known from archival sources 
that sand-saws, once general tlu-oughout the county, remained in use far longer here, because they could 
cope with large slabs and deal better with pyritic rock than circular saws. The Hafodlas mills include the 
bases for such machines, but no substantial sand-saw remains were observed in any of the sites visited. 
The llafodlas mills also provide the best evidence for the use of lhe Ilunter patent saw, with their 
distinctive machine bases. 

Whilst it is quite possible that some of lhe structures built out of diamond saw offcuts in quarries date 
from before the terminus of this study, it is more likely that they are later. These are recognisable by 
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their shallow circular striations and the general smoothness of the cut. Diamond saws seem to have been 
introduced in the 1920s, but their use did not become common unti I after U1e war. 

Very few dressing machines were found in situ in abandoned mills, though a number of guillotine 
dressers were noted, semi-preserved, at Goleuwern, and one at Diffwys Casson52 The !alter is the 
better example as being within its or iginal contexl. C ircular dressers we re noted in use at Pen yr Orsedd, 
and a single-bladed example out of use at Twll Llwyd, installed in the 1970s, where the traditional cyllel 
and tra(al have superseded it. 53 

Little evidence was discovered fo r machinery to do anything other than produce s labs or roofing slates. 
"Fancies" for producing ornamental ftreplaces were noted at Maes y Gamfa, implying a planer with a 
shaped b lade, bul no other evidence was observed, and the traces of a crusher survives at the Gallt y 
Fedw site in Dyffryn Nantlle.54 Enamelling kilns are preserved al the Inigo Jones slate works at 
Groeslon, but no examf?les were discovered in the course of the survey, with a possible saver on 
Hafodlas, Betws y Coed. 55 

The disposal of mill waste was often canied out by means of a railway, sometimes runn ing along a pit 
below floor level, a method seen most clearly at Blaen y Cwm.56 More often they run at floor level. Mill 
tips, as well as providing evidence fo r the machines wh ich processed the slate, a lso give some indication · 
of bow successful the mill was, by the size of its tip . Gorseddau mill, though of huge s ize, was evidently 
a dismal fai lure

5 
to judge from the paltry amount of rock. it threw onto ils tip from 1856 until final 

closurein 1869. 7 

One last category deserves mention, the tip contractors' wo·rkings. 1n a sense, these belong to the 
category of extraction as much as to processing, but they have their place here in that they nearly always 
seem to work existing tips or structures rather than quarry fresh rock . Apart from the reworking of the 
lower mill at Rhosydd,5 these seem to have been largely confined to Arfon, to the Llanberis, Nantlle 
and Moel Tryfan regions. Examples were noted at Cefn Du, Cook and Ddol, Cae'r Meinciau, Blaen Y 
Cae, C lodda'r Lon, Fron and Alexandra.59 fron is particularly good example, showing the disturbed 
levels on the tip runs, and the multiplicity of shelters and barrow-ways, though in view of the tlu·eat to 
this site, Blaen y Cae has been recommended. 

The following in this class are already scheduled: 

20087 VIVIAN 
20087 VIVIAN 
20087 VIVTAN 
20087 VIV IAN 
20087 VIV IAN 
20087 VTVIAN 
20087 VIVIAN 
20087 VIVIAN 
20238 GORSEDDAU 
20033 DOROTHEA 
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5.3. Power 

Summar-y: 

Power needs in slate quarries were various, and a number of different methods of generation and 
transmission were empJoyed to meet them, acco rdi ng to the amount of capital the quarry had to invest, 
constraints of space and topography, and the technology available at the time. 

Terminology: 

This category coniprises the fo llowing features: 

Bell crank base: a means of tranferring power from llatrods to vertical pumprods. 
Chimney 
Compressed air cylinder 
Compressed ajr system 
Compressor 
Compressor house 
Electric motor 
Electricity substation 
Flatrod supports 
Fuel tank 
Launder system 
Mill engine house 
Pelton wheel site 
P illar 
P ump 
Pump-engine house 
Sluice 
Steam engine site 
Water abstraction point 
Water channel 
Water pipe 
Water storage 
Waterwheel pit 

Analysis: 

It was observed in the course of the survey that mechanical power was generated variously by water, 
external combustion engines (steam) internal combustion engines and e lectricity, and that power was 
transmitted by flatrods, ropes, air, water and electric power I ines. 

It is clear tl1at in may cases the same power source was used for several locations and functions, 
especially but by no means uniquely, in smaller and more marg inal concerns, and that often complicated 
systems were employed to Lransfer power from the source to the point of application. An excellent 
example is Rhiwbach quarry, in which the one power source, initially a steam engine, latterly an electric 
motor, not only powered the mill machinery but also a shaft and three inclines.60 A further example 
s~rvives at Pen yr Orsedd, in U1e form of a series of towers that led a series of wire-ropes enabling a 
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waterwheel in a mill on one level to operate a mill on the level below.61 A further complication is that in 
a number of instances cli fferent power-source types have been employed in succession within the one 
feature . Therefore in the analysis that follows, the obse rved remains of the quarries' use of power is 
anal ysed in terms of function rather than type. 

Power was required within slate quarries for a number of functions : 

1.) for extr·action of the rock at the face 
2.) to operate mills and other processing plants 
3.) to operate pumping equipment. 
4.) to turn machinery in workshovs . 

Transport was also a major power-need; however, this is treated separately in (4.) Transport. 

1.) Extraction. Archive sources confirm that early powered rock-dril ls were steam-operated, but no 
archaeological evide11ce has emerged on s ite, perhaps because the boilers were rail-mounted and 
possibly even self-p ropelling. One lngersoll Sergent drill survives in private hands as a preserved 
item 6 2 For the use of pneumatic drill s, considerable evidence survives o n a number sites . At 
Bryneghvys and at Rhos, Cape! Curig, lhe sites of compressors operated by wate r-wheels survive,

63 
and 

Cwm Maclmo and Pen y Bryn ev idence was found of pelton-driven compressors.
64 

Surviving 
compressors are al l of the rec iprocating-piston type; at Pen yr Orsedd there remains an Ingersoli -Rand 
horizontal-cylinder compressor, originally steam-powered, complete with electrk motor,6:> whereas at 
Dinorwic a number of compressors survive. Those on Aus tralia level are particularly impressive, 
including one two-cylinder vertical, a two-cy li nder horizontal; fragments of the electric motors which 
powered them, a Jarge receiving lank and a water tartk for cooling purposes, together w ith a network of 
pipes and junctions to ca rry the air la the rock faces 66 These are included in the area of the quarry 
suggested as being of national importance. A number of compressors survive at Llechwedd.

67 

For the loading of rubble, mechanical excavators are now common. but the on ly archaeo logical 
evidence for the use of "American devils", ear ly steam vers ion of these machines, was a number of 
special rubble wago ns designed lobe used in COJ~j u ncl i on with them at Dinorwic68 

2 .) Mills. 1t is probable that manuall y-operated s late saws on sites where offcuts are visible but no 
external power-source is apparent,69 and there is documentary ev idence for an early horse-powered 
saw-table at Diffwys (Casson),70 of which no remains survive. It is clear, however, that water-wheels 
provided the main power-source in many quarries in the nineteenth-century, and that their use continued 
well into the twentieth- indeed, the use of water-wheels was widespread and long-lived by the standards 
of any British industry, and frequently the remai ns of stoutly constructed wheelpits survive in much 
better condition than the mills they se rved. Their use seems to have been generaJ in all regions of 
Gwynedd, with the sing le exception of the quarries on the Moel Tryfan uplands, where theJe was 
insufficient fall to make much use of rainwater. 
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Nearly always the wheels were situated either in the gable ends of buildings , or across the middle, to 
minimise problems with torque. Very few exceptions were found to this rule. At Foel , Rhos, Rhiwgocb, 
Blaen y Cwm and Queen's, wheelpits were built against the longitudinal wall;71 interestingly, the first 
tluee of these were aiJ on the G'.vydir estate, and possibly the same engineer built all three, though 
Lnsufficient data remains in the shape of machine bases or other internal arrangements to suggest why 
ll~is should hnve bc~n so. /\l Cwm ~igiau, Pc~uhyn G_wyn nml possihl~ /\bcrcwmciddnw the topography 
dictated Othat the mill should be built some distance I rom the wheels. /\t Penrhyn quarry (Coed y Pare 
site) a wheel in a pit below ground level powered two parallel mills, one on each side.73 This is the o!lly 
surviving mill-waterwheel in the industry, unless one counts those at Aberllefenni where the parts which 
projected above Door-level have been scrapped and the remainder buried and concreted over.

74 
The 

Pemhyn example therefore best exemplifies its type , both as an example of a remote wheel and because 
of its group value with its two mills. 

The size of the pits sugges ts that waterwheels were anytb ing up t.o 50' diameter, and that 30' was 
common. One 15' waterwheel pi t was noted, near Tan yr Alll in Dyffryn Nantlle. 75 What is harder to 
establish, because of the dilapidated nature o t' the supports for header tanks and troughs, is the type of 
whee l. In exposed locations it is probable that pitchback or high breastshot wheels were most commonly 
employed, as high winds would lessen the erficiency of an overshot wheel. This much is suggested by 
sites where the precise location and dimensions of a wheel can be ascertained, either from axle-boxes or 
scratch marks, and where tbe water-supply system is more or less intact, such as at Cwm Eigiau.

76 
No 

evidence was fo und for low breastshot, undershot or stream wheels. 

Water-power had the advantage of being relatively cheap compared to coal and if the fall were 
sufficiently great a sequence of wheels could be installed on the one water-course. A particularly fine 
example at Votty and Bowydd in Blaenau Ffestiniog77 which once served a sequence of three mills 
suffered much damage in the 1980s, though another example survives in excellent condition at Rhos,

78 

where one course powered [our wheels, the first operating a chain incline, the second and third a mill 
and the fourth a compressor. This has been recommended for scheduling on U1e grounds that it best 
exemplifies the use of a sequence of waterwheels wi thin the one stream, and to a variety of purposes. 
The same is true of the hydraulic system at Pare, where its value is enhanced by its group value witi1 the 
site's distinctive mills. 79 

An unique app li cation of water power to working s late-saws is to be seen at Pen yr Orsedd quarry where 
one massive double saw table sui·vives in the mil l at Bone yr Offis with the remains of a hydraul ic drive 
to the table itself; part of an accumulator is to be fo und nearby. The saw drive came originally from a 
water-wheel pit on which an electric motor was later placed.80 

Pelton wheel pits to power mills were found at a number of s ites; al Hafodlas, Betws y Coed, the pelton 
is clearly built over the site of a wheelpit81 and at Minllyn it evidently replaced a steam-engine.

82 

Otherwise they are purpose-built. Examples were noted at Foel , South Snowdon, Gartheiniog and 
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Ratgoed,
83 

but their comparatively small size compared to waterwheel pits means that some may have 
been overlooked and others obliterated. 

Evidence of steam engines lo power mills was me! on only firtccn sites si tes, in which only two 
provided any indication of more than one steam mill. The Llanberis area produced two examples (one 
only in the shape of some firebars), Moel Tryfan/Cwm Gwyrfai, Glaslyn, Dyfi and Corris one apiece, 
Belhesda. Oyffryn Conwy, Pennant/Gest, northern Meirionydd, the Mawddach area, none. Four quarries 
in Nantlle and six quarries in Blaenau provided evidence of steam mills. 84 

However, bibliographical and archival evidence makes it clear that mill steam engines worked on sites 
where there is now no evidence for them, and the contrast between the numbers that are known from 
written sources compared to the limited arcl!aeological ev idence raises a number of questions. In the 
case of Dyffryn Nantlle, pub lished research8

;) suggests that the total should be twenty-two. However, 
Coedmadoc (one engine), Cilgwyn (two-engines) and Cornwall (one engine) have all been more or less 
obliterated as s ites. At !he two parts of Fronlog, al Tan'rallt and Ty'n y Weirglodd (eacl1 w ith one 
engine) and Tal y Sarn (two engines) the structures have left insufficient remains to indicate steam 
engines, and though the once-steam-powered mills at Oorothea (two engines) and Pen yr Orsedd (tlu·ee 
engines) survive to a greater or lesser extent, electric motors or internal combustion engines have been 
installed on the engine-bases.86 

This suggests that archaeological investigation may only be able to recover a very small part of the 
resource. Yet, whilst it is true that instances survive in other areas of steam engines which have Jeft no 
physical trace, for instance at Dinorwic and at Portreuddyn, and that sites such as Oiffv-.rys (Casson) bad 
more than two steam engines, it seems probable that the peculiar circumstances of Oyffryn Nantllc have 
distorted the record. There were some early closures and scrap pi ngs after the boom of U1e 1870s. 
considerable modernisation in the quarries which were still in business in the early twentieth century, 
and extensive reworking of tips and structures by the hogia · domen from the '30s onwards. Add to that 
the resale value of a steam-engine, either as a working machine or as scrap, and it becomes clear that 
they were particularly at risk; especially in the Nantll e reg ion, though the same factors may have 
operated in the ffest iniog area to some exlenl. 

The record may also be obscured by tbe use of portable steam plant. ft is likely that one of tl1e m ills at 
RJ1osydd and the mill al Cefn Madoc were powered by portable engines, since there is no other evidence 
of a power-source, and ash was found in the course of the 1972 survey of R110sydd.

87 
Conversely it is 

possible that where a chimney and an engine house exist, the engine itself was never installed. Tbcre 
seems to be little internal evidence that Abercwmeiddaw ever put in a steam engine to power machinery 
in the surviving structure on the quarry bank. 88 

. 

It is, nevertheless, remarkable what liltle use the Gwynedd slate industry made of fixed steam power to 
operate mills. The reason is unlikely to be teclmical conservatism since steam power was extensively 
used for uphaulagc in Nantlle and Ffestiniog. (See [4.1 T ranspor·t) Rainfall was free and abundant, and 
where a comparatively low-power system would do, since it was only being asked to turn a number of 
saw tables, waterwheels were retained. Where considerable power was needed al a moment's notice to 
power an uphaulage system, steam took over. 
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Of the steam engines themselves, no remains were observed on site, except at Pen y Bryn, wher~ 
fragments of valve-~ear and part of a flywheel had been excavated.89 Where an engine base survives 
(e.g. GaUt y Fedw) 

0 
the remains suggest the use of conventional !ale-nineteenth century horizontal 

engines, much like the single-cylinder de Winton engine in the workshops at Glynllifon, though the one 
surviving mill engine, preserved at Amgueddfa Lechi, Llanberis, is a Mather vertica l condensing 
rotative engine of c. 1850, formerly installed at Pen y Bryn, Nanllle.91 It is suggested that this therefore 
should be considered as of national imparlance, together with Galll y Fedw. 

Though one instance was observed of a mill going over to the use of hydraulic power, in the form of a 
pelton wheel, after using a steam engine, at Minl lyn,92 it seems that a number of mills never used steam 
power at all, and tbal a more normal chronology involved moving directly from waterwheels to 
electricity. Llechwedd and Maenoffereu at I3laenau Ffestiniog both rail into this category. The former 
retains its 1904 d.c. hydro-generating station in full wo rking order, cons isting of two Gilbert Gilkes 
peltons, each operating a Thomson and Phillips 175 kw generator al385 r.p .m., the whole mounted on a 
strong cast-iron base, which is suggested for listing. The remains of a 1918 station survive at the latter, 
but it contains no machinery.93 Of the pioneering a.c. system installed al Croesor quarry, the hydro 
generating station at Blaen y Cwm survives in reuse,

94 
but Little else remains on the site. Other quarries 

used external suppliers; substations were noted at Dinorwic, Pen yr Orsedd, Moel Tryfan, Alexandra 
and Oakeley;

95 
the fi rst being recommended in Appendix 1, along with the remains of an electric motor 

nearby. The support for an electric motor, which replaced a pelton and a waterwheel, was noted at 
Hafodlas,

96 
adding further to the group value of the various structmes in this complex. 

Internal combustion engines are smaller than steam engines, and their bases less likely lo be evide11t. 
What appear to be·mill engine houses survive at Cook and Ddol and perhaps Abercwmeiddaw. Bases 
are evident at Dorotbea, in a part of the quarry a lready sched uled 97 

3.) Pumping. Flooding was a problem for quarries which worked on the pit system and for underground 
mines . Bibliographical references make it clear that the one windmi ll in the industry was used for 
pumping at Braich Rhydd,98 but it has left no trace. Power for the pumps \Vas supplied variously by 
water-wheels, steam, internal combustion and e lectricity, though only the first two of these have left 
substantial remains, as the more modern macbinety could be located underground. 

A pump survives at Bryn I-Jafod y Wern,99 com~ l ete l y submerged, possibly powered from the badly 
dilapidated wheelpit immediately to the south. 1 0 At Cloddar'r Lon, Dyffryn Nantlle, the pump is 
pattially submerged in heavily polluted water near a bellcrank base. 101 The power derives from a 
sequence of waterwheels on the hillside above the quarry, where the site of a crank base and 
counterbalance pit for an ambitious f1atrod system sUJvive, together with strongpoints for fend-off bobs 
and cranks to transmit the power to the several points. Nearby the re1nains of rockers were fo und, 
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together wilh rods, and what nHlY be fi rebnrs rrom n slcnm engine whose site Cclll only be guessed al. The 
whole complex eonsilules a remarkable survival, 102 desp ite the pollution of the qunrry pil. These 
features survive more complete than the other examples noted elsewhere. /\l Fron quarry, the only 
wheelpit recorded in the Moel Tryfan uplands probably operated a pump; it stands outside a tunnel 
mouth, ~ncl the wheel appears lo have been powered hy two convergent waler-sy~tcm. 1113 A similar 
syslcm was recorded at Gkmrafon quarry, where the whcclpil, supports for the natrnds and a bellcrank 
base are all apparenl. 10'1 

ll is possible that a hiz;uTc structure at Ty M;1wr [ast, which was at some stage 
adapted lo accommodate a steam engine, nwy atlllle time have housed a water bcam-enginc.105 

Of steam pumping systems, an example was recorded at Tal y Sam qumry, including Lhe pumping
engine house, a passage-way fo r the natrods under the course or the Nantl lc Rt~ i lway, anci Lbe remains of 
a be llerauk base. 106 This has ·been included below because of' the nalrod~ and bcllcrank base wi th a 
steam power-sout:ce, as we ll as ror its gruup v~luc wi llt Lhc nearby dwellings, sm ithy nnt.l church. Pride 
o r plnce must, however, go lo the Cumish hea l)l cngillC and pump system by l·lolman'.s or Cambornc 

. . . I I I 1 . I) I 107 ·1·1 . . I I survJvJng 1ntael, a se lC( u C( ancten t lllOilllllJe ill, nl nro l 1ea quu rry. 11s IS L1 c on y steam pum p 
engine to remai n in s itu, and ils conditi on is dec lin ing. The boi ler hlHISC is now rooncss, the sheer-legs 
have collapsed, and it is at the p1erey or vn 11 dnls. ll is, nevertheless, an extraordinary surviva l, s til l in 
rundamcntally good condition. 

Jn this context, one other feature deserves mention. The enrth tremor or 1984 exposed a cast-iron 
cylinder approximately 5' diameter behind the slab mill at Tal y Sarn quarry. This was noted by a local 
enthusiast, who discussed his findings with a number or industrial archaeologists. Excavation is required 
to selllc the matter, bul it is alleasl a strong possibility lhatlhis is the base of a Newcomen atmospheric 
engine, probably inslnlled to pump rrom the T~l y Snm pit. pos<;ihly used fnr winding. Though this is 
unlikely to predate the 13oulton and Wall cn~inc 1nstallcd al the l'cnrllyn l)du lead mine on Lleyn in 
1782, it is nevertheless likely to be very early, nx nnclmay ben c..:nndidntc for scheduling. 

Jn the Glaslyn and Blaenau Ffesti niog areas, little evidence was recorded or power-sources [or pumping 
system. Some workings were entirely or partly selr-dra ining. Llcchwedd's Olwyn Goch wheelpil and 
adjacent shaft-head are prominent realurcs 1m and at lZhosydd there is evidence o r hydrau lic power 
applied lo pumping, not in the [orm or a walenvhcel but or(\ Tom (U id .le rry water-powered enginc.

110 

ln neither case, however. were the rcnlurcs co 11 Sidercd surlicien tly good survival.) to merit statuto ry 
pro teclion. 

4.) Workshops. Only the largest qu<lnics had dcd ica!cd pnwcr-snurces l'or machi nery in maintenance 
workshops, <lnd in only three instances does archm:ological cvidc11<.:c ::;urvivc. /\l Pcnrhyn quarry '!:i Cocd 
y Pare complex, a small ut1derground walerwhecl survives, which drove machinery in the adjacent 
workshop 111 which has been suggested for listing. /\l l'cn y1 Orscdd, machinery in the workshop may 
have been powered by the same source as the adjacent mill. 112 13y [ar lhc most lavish establishmeut, 
however, was lhc Gilfach Oclu complex at Dinonvic, in which a 50' 5" diameter 5' 3" breast high
breaslshol wheel survives in working order, complete with header lank and water-supply system, 
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installed in 1870 to operate machinery in a stnithy, foundry and timber sawmill, together with the pelton 
which replaced it. 113 This has already been scheduled. 

The following in this class are already scheduled: 

20033 
HOUSE 
20033 
20033 
20091 

DOROTIIEA 37 MILL ENGINE 

DOROTHEA 38 MILL ENGINE HOUSE 
DOROTHE/\ 31 STEAM PUMPING ENGINE 
DINORWIC 133 
WATER WHEEL PIT 

20238 GORSEDDAU 55 WATER WHEEL PIT 

5.4 Tra nsport 

Summary: 

The study examined the way in which raw blocks were moved from the extraction point, rubble was 
moved to the tips, and the finished product was taken to a point where it could be loaded on to an 
external transport system. 

Ter m inology: 

Ab u tment 
Ad it: here used to mean any means of underground access 
Ad it haulage mechan ism: endless rope system for moving railway wagons along an adil 
Barrow-r un 
Bridge 
C r ane 
Cutting 
E m bank ment 
H aulage shaft- head : an attemp t was made to distinguish between haulage shafts and roofing shafts. 
See 1 Extraction/ tipping. 
S haft w indi ng engine ho use st eam: on ly evidence of s team haulage was observed. 
H orse-circle: the trace left by a horse when attached to a hau lage device, most probably a winding 
drum 
Incline brakesm an's sh elter 
I ncline cou nterbalan ce: a railway down a gradient, in which the weight of the loaded wagons hauls up 
the empties on a parallel track by means of a rope passed around a drum or a sheave at the summit 
Incline dj fferen tiaJ g radients: a system observed at the foot of some inclines whereby the gradient of 
one set of rails allers to the level at a more gradual rate than that of the parallel set 
Incline drum hous ing: for the drum on a counterbalance incline where no covering structure is 
apparent. 
Incl ine drumhouse: for the purposes of the report, these are regarded as a feature of counterbalanced 
inclines, and winding houses as a feature of uphaulage inclines. 
Incline intermediate level: a siding runn ing off an incline which gives access to an intermediate level. 
Incline intermediate sheave: a wheel carrying an incline rope to the summit of tl~e incl ine from a 
remote power sou rce 
Incline sheave: a horizontal wheel a t the summit of an incli ne for !.be incline rope, less common than a 
drum on a horizontal axis. 

113 20091 :132, 133. 
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Incline trlv/lc <lock: a point at the sunm1it, foot or intermediate point of an incline where wagons can be 
wheeled on and off the tnvnc (transporter). 
l nclinc uphaulage: a railway to haul wagons by rope up a gradient, further defined by the means of 
propulsion, as air-powered, electric, hydraulic, sfeam, waferbalance, or, where the means of propulsion 
is evidently a prime mover but its type is unclear, mechanical. 
I ncline wind ing drum base: for the drum on an uphaulage incline where no covering structure is 
apparent. 
Incline winding house: further defined as for Incline uphaulage by the means of propulsion. 
Lift coun terbalance: a Lift is defined as a near-vertical open incline, in which wagons run inside a form 
of trwnc after the manner of a colliery cage. Only counterbalances were note in the course of the report. 
L ift d r umhouse 
Loading area 
Locomotive 
Locomotive blast shelter 
Locomotive shed 
Locomotive coa l shed 
Path 
Railway: the word tramway was eschewed in the course of the survey. Railway is used here to express 
any length of rai I transport system, either internal or external. 
Ra ilway equi pment: any item appertaining to Railway, defined in the memo field. 
Railway transhipment dock: a means whereby a railway wagon may be run onto another railway 
wagon of broader gauge. 
Ramp: a steeply graded railway with no evidence of rope haulage. 
Road 
Rope channel 
Ropcway sys tem: one or other of the varieties of aerial transport systems used in the industry 
Ro pcway system ceffyl: a surviving example of the transporter carriage from a ropeway. 
R opeway system d rum base 
Ropeway system tensioning cable 
Ropeway sys tem wind ing engine base: where no structure remains were observed wh ich might once 
have covered the engine. 
Ro pcway sys tem winding h ouse 
Shaft winding engine h ouse s tea m: housing fo r steam engine to power a haulage shaji. 
Stables 
Steps 
Strongpoint: a slate- or stone-built structure forming the base of a transport-related device. 

Analysis: 

The transport requirements of the slate industry have been researched more intensively than any other 
aspect of their technology, in particular tbe way in which railways were used, and some of the evidence 
used in this report derives from excavations made by amateur groups and reported to the Trust. 

ln nearly all the quarries visited in the course of the survey, internal movement of rubble and of raw 
blocks was carried out jn railed wagons of one sort or another. One exception was Ty'n y Ffridd near 
Caellwyngrydd where a winding pathway from the face suggested thal barrows had been used.

114 
Sjnce 

this was one of the Co-operative quarries worked during the strike at Penrhyn from 1900 to 1903, it is 
quite likely that funds d id not ex lend to rails and wagons. It is possible also that Pen y Ffridd at 
Llanrhychwy n, (20 153) a very early working, never graduated to internal railways, but used barrow s or 

114 20063:7. 
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stretchers, and tip contractors' workings seem nearly always to have depended on barrows or even on 
carrying the blocks by band. In neither case are the remains of sufficient interest to warrant protection. 

But in the vast majority of cases, even the smallest of quarries were observed to have short runs of 
narrow gauge railway and a couple of wagons, and sections of rai l and fragments of ro lling stock are to 
be found in most abandoned workings. 

In open quarries, rai lways to the work ing face were often clearly of a temporary character, and li ttle 
evidence is likely to remain. Adi ts to provide railway access to undergroun d workings were not only 
observed in the Blaenau Ffestin iog and Con·is d istr icts, but in all regions . As noted in 3.0 Methodology 
above, in that the survey did not include underground features, little allcmpt was made to explore then1. 
In some cases the portals are arched 115 but fa r more commonly they are cut into the rock. Those which 
have been described as being of national importance have been selected on the basis of their group 
value. 

Rail -types noted were most commonly nat-bottom, standard industrial railway components, sometimes 
bridge-section and more rarely T-section, somet imes with surviving chairs . Evidence for early or hybrid 
rail types is rare, but not unknown. A plate- rail was discovered at C loddfa'r Lon in the spring of 1994, 
and Fforwrn Plas Tan y Bwlch, a Ffestiniog-based industrial archaeology group, discovered a length of 
wooden rail with a wrought-iron slrap near the su tnmit of the 4/5 incline at Hafodlas, Bettws y Coed,

116 

a site developed in the 1860s, wh ich makes il clear that a technology evolved a century earller on 
Tyneside was still finding a place at a quany developed by some of the foremost engineers of the 
Victorian period. This he ightens the value oftbis particular feature. 

If examples of pre-modern rail types are rare, il is nevertheless clear that the s late industry became 
technically conservative so far as rai ls were concerned. Rectangular-section wrought-iron bars, of a type 
comrnon on industrial and contractors' railways in the 1820s, arc to be found in some quarries, especially 
Dinorwic, where much of it is still to be seen on the ground and intact, either in sills or on chairs in 
stone or wooden sleepers. Scantling timbers were found as longitudinal supports for bridge rail on the 
Australia to Egypt incline here,117 a technology evolved by Brunel on the Great Western Railway. Stone 
blocks or sleepers, largely superseded by timber sleepers after the construction of the London and 
Birmingham .in the 1830s, clearly continued to be laid for many years in Welsh slate quarries, and 
evidently remained in regular use at Dinorwic until 1969. These add very considerable to the value of 
the area recommended for scheduling. Prince of Wales quarry contains an unusual run of these blocks, 
designed to accommodate as many as six chairs on the one p iece of stone, 11 8 which fa ll s within the 
suggested area. 

A number of distinctive types of rail, apparent ly unique to the industry, were recorded , such as the 
"Thomas Hughes'' type, which consists of a length of round-section bar benl at each end to fit into a 
cast-iron sill or into a bole dril led into timber or a stone. These formed a crude but effective rai lway in 
p laces where wo1·kings were likely to be extended or developed and the rails might have to be moved 
regularly. Examples have turned up at Cwm Eigiau on tbe mill tips and Cefn Du; archival evidence 
suggests that they were to be found throughout the counly.119 The bes t instance is to be found in the area 
recommended for schedul.ing at Gorseddau quarry, in the fo rm of a Thomas Hughes point system, 
consisting of two large slate blocks with boles drilled in them to allow a set of rails to be moved over 
bodily to line up with either of tbe sidings . 

120 
S imple rai l systems such as these held sway in the 
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indus try fot· many years, and there is little evidence for the use of the standard twen tieth-century type of 
contractors' or industrial rai lway with pressed stee l sleepers, though some survives on Egypt level at 
Dinorwic. ' 

Another respect in which Gwynedd s late quarries were technically a lavv unto themselves is in the use of 
double-flanged wheels loose on the axles . These necessitated the use or stub-points. Examples remain in 
use at Maenofferen, aud U1ey seem to have been we ll-nigh universal in the northern parl of Gwynedd. 
T he surviving length of railway in use at Aberllefenn i, 12 1 however, uses single-Danged wheels but 
deviates from standard practice by using s ingle-bladed points. These are known from photographic 
evidence to have been used at neighbouring Braich Goch (20469), and may have been a peculiarly 
C . l d 122 orns met 10 . 

It is a commonpl<ice thal the gauge of a Gwynedd s late quarry railway was slightly less than 2', except 
for Bryneglwys (2430) and the Corris area,

1
whe!·e 2' 3'' becm1e the n<?rm,. and Cae Abaty and Minllyt:t, 

Dlnas Mawddwy (20456 20457) wbere 2' 4 /4 '' IS recorded. The ex1t railway at Cwm Ebol (20428) 1s 
said to have been 3' gauge for part of the quarry's working life, 124 but it is not clear from archaeological 
evidence whether the rails in the quarry itself were to the same gauge. Possibly a s imilar system existed 
here to the one at Gorseddau where it is apparent from surv iving fea tures tbat the rails on lhe galleries 
aud faces were 2' gauge, but that the incl ine and the railway to the mill at Ynys y Pandy were 3' 
gauge.

125 
These features fall withi n the area suggested for scheduling. 

A slightly different situation is implied at Pen y Bryn qua rry in Nant lle (20037), where internal rails 
were 2' gauge but the finis hed products were moved on the 3' 6" Nantlle Railway. A tranship ment dock 
was observed at the foot of the Pen y Bryn exil incline126 to allow 2' gauge wagons from Pen y Bryn to 
be placed bodily on 3' 6" wagons and transported to the Dorothea mill , a method w l1ich derives from the 
Dinorwic Quarry Railway, and which was also followed at Blaenau Ffestiniog by the London and North 
Western Railway and the Great Western. It is the unique survivor of its kind . T he plateway at Diffwys 
(Casson) (20305) has left ev idence in the form of 3' 6'' gauge sleepers; 127 the probability is that such 
systems were used for the removal of large amounts of !.raprock, but no examples were noted in the 
course of the survey. 

Moti ve power for many quarry railways was clearly the quarrymen themselves; two men are needed to 
propel a wago n of slate rubble . Though the absence of stab les from many s ites is itself proof of nothing, 
since horses or stabling could be h[red from neighbouri ng farmers, many surviving wagon bodies have a 
bar on the closed end to e11able them to be pushed and pulled by hand. Some Jack drawgear, so they 
could not run in a trai.n. Though stables were identified ala number of sites, and many others may have 
existed, it is possible that in some of these cases horses may only have been used only for external 
transport, either by cart or by rai lway wagon . Dorothea quarry not on ly preserves s tables for its own 
horses, but also the "day-stable" for hired horses, emphasising the importance of an imal power even on a 
site that was investing considerable sums of money on new technology. 128 

Occasionally other types of evidence emerge for the use of horses within quarries, such as the sill 
discovered at Cwm Eigiau,

129 
w hich has a down-curving cross-bar to avoid ripping up the animal . 
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Rolling stock on internal railways falls into two broad categories. the Oat wagon, used for slabs and the 
open ended wagons used for transporting either blocks split into pallet form or rubble. Flat wagons seem 
to have been rare in Nantlle, otherwise both types were met with tlu·oughout Gwynedd. Local variations 
are apparent, such as the use of outside frames at Pcnrhyn, and inside frames elsewhere. In places a 
number of exit railway wagons were observed, a 1IIOJ!lfl1 Jre'IJ11 rrom the Nanllle Railway at Pen y 
BryntJ

1 
and some Festiniog Railway wagons, still in long rakes, at Llechwedd. 132 Many examples 

survive in museums, and there is little point affording statutory protection to those which survive on site. 

Steam locomotives were used in twenty-four of the larger slate quarries from the late 1860s to the late 
I960s,IJJ and have left their mark in a number or ways. ln some cases repair facilities survive, including 
some very comprehens ive workshops at Penrhyn, Dinorwic and Pen yr Orsedd. Sheds were found on a 
number si tes; that on Bone Brig at Pen y r Orsedd was s ingled out for recommendation in that it has a 
low w~t~ r tank designed fo r De Wint011 locomotives, and s tands next to a well-preserved weighbridge
house. 3 

Locomotives use altered quarry arrangements in a number of ways. Gal leries had to be extended in such 
a way as to make them strong enough to support locomotives, adits widened to accommodate them, 
heavier rails installed. At Oinorwic quan·y, where much traekwork survives on some of the levels, the 
locomotive-worked sections are clear from the use of substantial bull-head rail in chairs, derived from 
standard gauge practice. Cilgwyn quarry in the Nantlle district exemplifies how the use of locomotives 
could aJler tipping practice; instead of the familiar "finger-runs" of rubble, designed to minimise the 
amount of distance from source to tipping point in hand-tramming, Cilgwyn rubble was disposed of at 
the end of one of two substantial tips some distance away from the mills, since it owned some powerful 
locomotives designed to cope with heavy loads. The impressive horse-shoe tip run is not only the most 
impressive example of such a feature, it is of great importance in demonstrating the close relationship 
between the Gwynedd slate industry and narrow-gauge technology world-wide, in its use of a sinuous 

. 1 . I 135 route to gam 1e1g 1l. 

Lighter internal combust ion and battery-e lectric locomotives provide less archaeological evidence. At 
Dinorwic n number of what were known as "trac tor sheds" survive in the area recommended for 
scheduling, distinguished from the ir steam counterparts' facilities by the absence of coal and water 
fac il ities and of an inspection pj t. 136 In some other quarries it seems clear that such locos were kepl 
ins ide the mill bujldings, and had no designated sheds of their own. A number of such locomotives 
themselves survive; at Llechwedd and Maenofferen three elderly Ruston Hornsby d iesel locomotives 
are stored 137 and Maenofferen still uses one 1936 Win grove Rogers battery-electric locomotive, as well 
as two more modern examples.138 While they are not suitable for scheduling themselves, it is worth 
observing that these are the earliest examples of their kind outside a museum. Aberllefenni's one 
locomotive is of recent manufacture. 

130 
"Town wagon", so called because originally they took the slates to Caernarfon. 

Il l 20037:9. 
132 20300:42. 
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m 20034:1-2. The locomot ive wh ich operated th is tip· run, Jubilee 1897, a Mann ing Ward le 0-4-0 saddle tank, 1382 of 1897, is 
preserved in the Tywyn museum, a su bsran t ial m a eh i ne capable or exerting a lracti ve e !'fort of no less than 4 580 lbs @ 7 5% 
bo iler pressure. 
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Though overhead-wire electric locomotives were used at C rocsor (20279) and at Llcchwcdcl (20300), 
the cables and their supports have gone from both sites. The Llechwedd locomotives themselves have 
been preserved, but of Moses Kellow's original locomotive of 1904, buill with parts supplied by Kolben 
of Prague, nothing remains. 

Transport between levels was carried oul by a number of different means, depending on whether 
material had to be raised or lowered.The simplest method observed was a ramp, on which wagons were 
presumably horse-hauled. Examples were observed at the foot of the Vivian incline system, to reach the 
first Ooor of the Gorseddau mill, (scheduled) and on a tip at Bryneglwys. 139 For lowering blocks or 
rubble, the method most commonly employed was the counter-balanced incline, two parallel tracks on a 
gradient of anyth ing from 1/10, in which the descending load pul led up the empty wagons on a wire
rope passed around either a v'{ooden drum built on a cast- iron l'nll11C or o horizontal sheave at the 
summit. Very many such inclines survive from all over Gwynedd, and in many cases the drum itself, the 
brake gear, the rope and sometimes the r:ails survive. The biggest concentration of these are to be seen al 
Vivian (20087), where they are already scheduled, and Dtnorwic (20091 ), where three are scheduled. 
With the single exception of the topmost incline at Viv ian, 140 all of these were operated by a drum, but 
within this pattern a considerable number of variations arc apparent. At Vivian all tl1e drum inclines 
have an external brake system, also to be found in one instance at Dinorwic.

141 
Most of the drumhouses 

are of the ''through" pattern, in which the level rails pass under the drum, but some are of the "remote" 
type in which the drumhouse does not straddle the rails.

142 

In view of the statutory protection already offered to a number of good examples of this type of 
tec hnology, there may appear liulc to rccommcml scheduling oliH.:rs. llowevcr, these features wen~ a 
vital part of the industry, and took many different forms. 

Sheave inclines were less common, and it is not clear what led to the choice of a sheave or drum. A 
sheave system survives more or less intacL though unforlunalcly without rails, at Hafodlas, Bettws y 
C 14) ' • 144 

oed, and poorer examples were found at Goleuwern and Ratgoed. 

Counter-balanced inclines could serve intermediate levels by pointwork and a level tramway leading off 
it. Dinorwic contains a number of inclines on this principle outside the scheduled area, but the best 
examples were observed at Prince o f Wales and Gorseddnu. 145 These ure therefore included irl the list 
below. 

One important variatiOn, wb1ch Dinorwic and Vivian again exemplify, is between the conventional 
incline in which wagons ran on their own rails and the tn-vnc, "table" or "transporter" incline, in which 
they were carried, often several at a time, on a transporter (frwnc in Welsh) which kept them on a ]evel 
plane. The transporter gauge was generally considerably greater than 2'; that on Australia level at 
Oinorwic

1
'
16 

is in U1e order of 5' 6", though it has degraded slightly. lt is a more complete survjval than 
those at Vivian which are already scheduled, and has an unusual underground drum-housing with a 
ship's wheel control. The transporter incline was useful on steep gradicnts,147 and offered certain 
advantages where Lhere were intermediate levels, where the transporter could be halted part-way up or 
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down and the wagon wheeled off onto a dock. 
148 

These docks, and the docks at the foot of the incline 
which accommodated the tryncia,u, are o[ten the on ly evidence that the incline was of this form. 

A variation on the counlerbahmced inc line only met withal Dinorwic was the "lift' ' , effect ively a form 
of trwnc incline so steep that tbe trym:iau themse lves resembled coll iery cages, and the 2' gauge wagons 

. d . l . 1 l 1 l 149 were ca.rne wtt 1111 t 1em rat 1er t 1an on t 1em. 

Uphaulage from pits or mines was a more complicated matter, and whilst both conventional and trwnc 
inclines were used, powered rather than counterbalanced , various other methods were also observed. 

Doubtless in the very early days of the industry lurntrees or in Welsh chwimsis were employed, but these 
structures have left no trace. Only at two places have horse whims been identified, at Hendre near 
Dolwyddelen and (a slightly poorer example) Foe! near Capel Curig .150 In all probability these lifted 
only the blocks of slate, not the wagons fiS well. 

Powered inclines were commonly used in the mmes o'f Blaenau Ffestiniog and the southern part of 
Gwynedd generally . The simplest form was the water-ba lance, which was also used for tipping mill
was le in restricted locations, and particularly good examples built for this purpose survive at 
Aberllefenni . b l Here, the material is raised by the superior weight of a tank on a para llel track which is 
filled with water at the top of the incline and emptied at the bottom. An alternative use of water-power 
for uphaulage is to be fou11d at Cwm Machno, where a water-wheel powered all incline.

152 
Tbis 

particular example has gone tluough several stages of re-use, and functioned also as a water-balance 
and a counter-balance, an excellent illustrat ion of the way in which transport structures in particular had 
to be adapted to meet different quarry needs. The better example from Aber!lefenn i and the Cwm 
Maclmo system both exempli fy these important forms of hydraulic technology. 

The sites of steam wind ing engines nre met o n a cons idemble nu mber of 81aenau inclines , and it is 
possible that they superseded water-balance systems in some cases. On ly at Cwt y Bugail do substantial 
remains survive; the boiler, firebox, smoke box and parts of the control mechanism for a steam winding 
engine survive at the summit of a tip incline to~elher with part of the drum axle.

153 
The remains of a 

four-track uphau lage incline survive at Oakeley 54 and a three-track uphaulage incline is still operated 
at Maenofferen.

155 
Though on ly one set of rails remains in use and the original steam engine has been 

replaced by an electric motor dating from 1900, it is a remarkab le survival, and is offered as a candidate 
for listing. Other incl ines remain in use underground at Maenofferen, which might also be felt to merit 
listing, though they d id not form part of the survey. 

R11iwbach quarry in Cwtn Penmachno made use of a remarkable and ingenious system whereby the one 
steam engine powered the flJst incline on the exit railway to Blaenau,. a shaft, and two uphaulage 
inclines from lower parts of tbe site, as we ll as the main mill. 156 Later an electric motor did duty. This 
forms part of the area recommended for lis ting at R11iwbach, as bes t exemplifying the diversity of uses 
to which a single power-source could be put. Tlle ex it inch ne here is the better example of an uphaulage 
exit railway incline within Gwynedd. 
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Electricity commonly replaced steam al Blaenau Ffestiniog Cor uphaulagc; the inclen bon drumhouse at 
Llechwedd best demonstrates the way in which these structures were re-adapted, in that the base for the 
steam engine and the crank are still evident.

157 
Of the extensive electrification programme carried out at 

Oakeley quarry, only the incline which leads up to the Gloddfa Ganol Mountain Tourist Centre retains 
rails and electric motor, and this only as a result of a deli berate restoration project aJler it had been 
... 11 d' I d 158 uulla y 1smant e . 

Internal combustion was certainly used to power uphaulage inclines, but remains were met at only one 
site, and appear to be very late. At Cwt y Bugail, parts of an old petrol locomotive operated an incline by 
means of a barrage-balloon winch. The Heath-Robinson appearance of this contraption appears to 
confirm anecdotal evidence that petrol motors were general ly only used on inclines in poorly-capitalised 

159 concerns. . 

Uphau lage inclines were certain ly used elsewhere in the industry ; remains are ev ident at Glynrhonwy 
Upper and Glamafon,160 but in Nantlle,'the other major quarry ing district were processin~ had mostly to 
be carried out ala higher leve l than extraction, on ly at Cilgwyn arc any remains evident, 

1 1 
and they are 

of poor quality. 

A more common uphaulage method in the Arfon quarries invol vcd a ropeway of one sort or another. 
The earliest type, which involved a rope stretched across the pit rrom which another rope depended at 
one end whilst its other end was wound nm a drum powered by a horse whim, is known only from a 
painting by John Smith of one of the Glynrhonwy quarries in the National Gallery of Wales. It has left 
no trace. 

The earliest type of ropeway of which archaeological evidence survives is the chain-incline, in which a 
continuous rope or chain is attached to a fixed point at the quarry pit and to a drum on a strongpoint on 
the bank. By rotating the drum, wagons attached to the rope or chain may be raised or lowered. Unique 
evidence for such a system survives, complete with attendant wheelpits, at Bryneglwys quarry near 
Abergynolwyn, 

162 
where the system was introduced by John Lloyd Jones of Dorotl1ea quarry in Nantlle 

in the 1860s. At Nantlle itself, the strongpoints at Dorolhea, 163 already scheduled, exemplify the next 
stage of the typology, with more sophisticated headgear and steam-power. 

The fina l development of the ropeway in the Arfon quarries is the "blondin" (named after Charles 
Blondin, who crossed Niagara on a tightrope in 1859), developed in the Aberdeen granite quarries and 
also to be found in the slate quarries of Cornwall and Argyll. 164 The versions observed at Dinorwic 
quarry are inclined 165 but the evidence from Nan tlle indicates a rope running from a timber or steel 
mast, spanning the pit. In each case, hoisting is mounted on a travelling carriage (in Welsh ce.ffyf, 
"horse") running on the rope and controlled from the bank. Evidence for them is to be found at a number 
of sites. One of the most impressive is al Pen y Bryn, where the size of the winding-engine house 
suggests that an engine on the scale of a colliery winder was installed. 166 Considerable remains of a 
smaller system, including a steam winding engine by .J.M . llcndcrson and Co. of Aberdeen, survive at 

m 20300:28 
158 20296:58, 59. 
159 

20311 :35. An example of such a de'vice, unfortunalely no longer inexistence, constructed in similar circumstances is the 
ropeway winding engine buill by Levi Jones, barracks Tan yr A11t, by jacking up a Morris Minor and attaching a drum to the 
brake. 
160 20073:12,14,52,20196:26,27 , 41. 
161 20034:6. 
162 20430:33-37. 
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Blaen y Cae 167 and three complete systems are to be found at Pen yr Orsedd, complete with lhe Bruce 
Peebles electric motors which latterly powered Lhem, as well as traces of the mounting-beds for the 
steam-engines which were used initially. 168 Of particular interest here are the systems of pulleys which 
take the ropes from tbe winding-engine houses to the masts; since the masts had to be repositioned as 
quarrying advanced, but w inding engines tended to re111ain where they had been installed, the ropes 
often had to pass through severa~90° Lurns. These reatures are scheduled in the ir entirety. 

The blondin, like the chain incl ine, is praclically unknown outside Arfon; poss ibly the overhead 
ropeway used to tip rubble al Llechwedd may have been of thi s pattern, but archaeolog ical confirmation 
is lack ing. 169 Only at IUlos, Cape! Curig, is there clear evidence for such a system, waterwheeJ-powered, 
but nevertheless clearly very late.170 It is signilicanl not only because it demonstrates a small quarris 
dependence on water power but also as an example of a small-scale twentieth-century system. 

One other uphaulage system deserves mention, the shaft. Two water-balance headframes are believed to 
smvive at Penrhyn quarry, of a type broadly similar to those fo und in the Glamorgan coalfield in the 
nineteenth century. This site could not be visited, but the~ might be international significance if they 
survive substantially complete. A shaft at Pen yr Orsedd 71 is topped by a dilapidated slate structure, 
which may be the base for a water-balance, and a shaft which was water-balance operated remains at 
Oakeley quarry, though without any head-gear or other archaeological evidence of how it functioned .172 

Only at two sites have colliery-style steam wind ing-engine houses beeen found in conjunction with 
uphaulage shafts, at Ty Mawr East in Dyffryn Nantlle, where the shaft itselt' has recently been filled in 
and at Tan y Bwlch, near Bethesda, where the engine house survives complete with timber crank bases 
as part of a private residence, and the shaft is still open. 173 Electrically- or internal combustion engine
operated shafts appear to have been unknown. 

Wherever levels needed to cross each other, the most common form of bridge involved slate-waste 
abutments with a timber deck, which in most cases has vanished. A number of examples are lobe found 
at P rince of Wales and Gorseddau withi n the recommended areas. 174 

The most spectacular of these structures has been largely demolished~ at Oakeley quarry only the pillars 
remain of the Welsh Slate Company's viaduct over the Afon Barlwyd. 175 Nevertheless, it is an 
impressive feature. 

The other form of a bridge is an all-stone structure with a c01·bellcd arch; attractive examples survive at 
Bryn Hafod y Wern176 and Goleuwern. 177 Possib ly the "wailing wall" at Gorseddau, the long stone 
structure on the approach to the quarry which holds back tl1e tip , was the ftrst stage in constructing a 
"cut and cover" c01·belled tunne l across the exit rai lway to allow the tip to be extended.178 

Though exit railways did not form pati of the survey once they had left the quany precincts, loading 
bays where slate was transferred from the quarry's internal railway network to an external transport 
systern were included. At Wrysgan slates were evidently loaded from the quarry's wagons to packhorses 

167 20031: 17-24. 
168 20039:51-55 . 
169 20300:52. 
170 20 1 10: 18, l9, 39. 
171 20039:63 . 
172 20296:6 . 
113 20030: l-3, 20062: 17-20 
174 20221:27,20238:22,29,49. 
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at Cei mulod, though little survives here. 179 The fullest survival, and the most typical of the 
arrangements that prevailed in a number of quarries at one time, is Llechwedd quarry's Pant yr Afon 
wharl~ where s idings branched off the foot of the incline that connected the quarry with the Festiniog 
Railway to give access to the London and North Western Railway.

180 

Finally, as well as movement of the slate, provision had also to be made for the quarrymen to reach their 
workplace. Steps are scheduled at Vivian 181 and other steps fall within tbe areas outlined at Pen yr 
0 dd dD

. . J82 
rse an morw1c. 

The Collowing in this class are already scheduled : 

20087 VTY!AN 27 ADIT . 
20091 DINORW1C 143 BRIDGE 
20033 DOROTHEA 2 DOUBLEARCI-I 
20087 YIVIAN 24 DRUMHOUSETHROUGH 
20087 VIYIAN 46 DRUMHOUSE THROUGH 
20087 VI V IAN 61 DRUM HOUSE THROUGH 
20087 VIVIAN 23 INCLINE COUNTERBALANCE 
20087 VI VI AN 31 INCLINE COUNTERBALANCE 
20087 VI VI AN 39 INCLINE COUNTERBALANCE 
20087 YIVIAN 45 INCLINE COUNTERBALANCE 
20087 VlYlAN 55 INCLINE COUNTERBALANCE 
20087 YIVIAN 64 INCLINE COUNTERBALANCE . 
2009 1 DJNORWIC 138 INCLINE COUNTERBALANCE 
20091 D1NORW1C 140 INCLINE COUNTERBALANCE 
2009 1 DINORWIC 146 INCLINE COUNTERBALANCE 
20087 VIVIAN 32 INCLINE DRUM1·IOUSE THROUGJ 1 
20087 VlYIAN 40 INCLINE DRUMHOUSE THROUGH 
20091 DINORWIC 139 INCLINE DRUMHOUSE THROUGH 
20091 DINORWIC 147 INCLINE DRUMHOUSE THROUGH 
20087 VIVIAN 56 INCLINE INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 
20087 VJVIAN 65 INCLINE SHEAVE 
20087 VIVIAN 22 INCLINE TRWNC DOCK 
20087 VIV IAN 30 INCLINE TR WNC DOCK 
20087 VIYLAN 38 INCLINE TRWNC DOCK 
20087 VIVIAN 44 INCLINE TRWNC DOCK 
20033 DOROTHEA 5 INCLINE UPHAULAGE MECHANICAL 
20033 DOROTHEA 41 LOCOMOTIVE SHED 
20033 DOROTHEA 25 LOCOMOTIVE SHED 
20091 DfNORWIC 135 LOCOMOTIVE SHED 
20033 DOROTL-IEA I RAILWAY 
20087 V IVII\N 66 RAILWAY 
20238 GORSEDDAU 59 RAILWAY 
20087 VJVIAN 47 RAILWAY EQUIPMENT 
2023 8 GORSEDDAU 58 RAMP 
20033 DOROTHEA 7 ROPEWAY SYSTEM 
20033 DOROTHEA 26 ROPEWAY SYSTEM 
20039 PEN YR ORSEDD 51 ROPEWA Y SYSTEM 
20039 PEN YR ORSEDD 52 ROPEWA Y SYSTEM 
20039 PEN YR ORSEDD 53 ROPEWAY SYSTEM 
20033 DOROTHEA 27 ROPEWA Y SYSTEM WINDING HOUSE 

179 
/,e. "the mu le wharf"; 20289:2. 
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20033 
20033 
20039 
20039 
20039 
20087 

DOROTIIEA 35 
DOROTHEA 36 
PEN YR ORSEDD 54 
PEN YR ORSEDD 55 
PEN YR ORSEDD 66 
VJVIAN 29 

5.5 Structural features 

Summary: 

ROPEWA Y SYSTEM WINDING I-lOUSE 
ROPEWA Y SYSTEM WINDING HOUSE 
ROPEWA Y SYSTEM WINDING HOUSE 
ROPEWA Y SYSTEM WINDING I·IOUSE 
ROPEWA Y SYSTEM WINDING IIOUSE 
STEPS 

A number of features were identified which belong to no obvious category 

Terminology: 

This category includes: 

Double arch 
Mine adit meta lliferous 
Mine tip metalli fero us 
Obliterated 
Retaining wa lls 
Structure 
Wall 

Ana lysis: 

A feature of the industry throughout Gwynedd is the use of slate ru bble to form retaining \Valls to hold 
back the tips wherever space was scarce, or to support a transport system. Particularly im~ressive 
exatTtples of the former are to be found at Gallt y Fedw in Oyffryn Nantlle, 18

J and at Dinorwic, 84 both 
recommended for scheduling. 

One unusual related feature is the attractive double arch at Dorothea quarry over the course of the siding 
coMecting the working bank to the Nantl le Railway, designed to keep the two retaining walls in place 
under the weight of the slate rubble. 185 This feature already forms pati of the scheduled area of the 
quarry. 

At three sites evidence of metal liferous mmmg was found. This was invariably small-scale, but 
exemplifies the point that extractive industries often began laking for one mineral and came across 
another. None was considered of any particular significance. 

A number of features were seen which defied analysis. Wherever possible, a suggestion is made in the 
memo field of the database, but in many cases the feature was too badly ruined to make this possible. 
These are therefore included for completeness' sake, and a number necessarily fall within the areas 
recommended for scheduling. Similarly, there are many instances of areas which clearly formed part of 
the quarry having been completely obliterated. These arc included in order to illustrate the extent to 
which the archaeological resource has been damaged. 

Walls are so described if it seems probable that they were bui lt as such rather than being the remains of a 
larger structure. 

18J 
20032:2, 13, 14. 

184 E.g. 2009 1 :96. 
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The following within this class are already scheduled: 

20087 
20087 
20033 
20087 
20087 

V IYIAN 
VIYLAN 
DOROTHEA 
VIVIAN 
YIYLAN 

5.6. Administration 

Summary: 

28 RETAINING WALL 
60 RETAINING WALL 
3 OSTRUCTURE 
33 STRUCTURE 
62 STRUCTURE 

The organisation or most s late quarrie-s in the nineteenth century, whereby lbe men in a particular 
bargain contracted with the management to work a particular area or rock, and labourers and 
badrockrnen were pajcl by the ton removed, meant that it was in the interest of both parties to keep a 
careful record of work done. 

Terminology: 

This category includes: 

Office 
Stnckyard 
Weighbridge h ouse: a building to house a weighing machine. Where this survives. it is noted in the 
memo field. 
W eighbridge pit: where only the pit was noted, either because the building has vanished or because the 
machine stood in the open air. 

Analysis: 

Offices were the buildings where visitors, custorners and representatives called, and sometimes an effort 
was made to apply some decoration to them, perhaps in the form of slate cladd ing on the external walls 
or a patterned roof. In some places they also served to re mind the qt1arryman of his hours of work, such 
as the attractive little bel1-h~use at Aberlle f~nni, 1 ~6 or, _at the other _en~ of ~he scale, the huge worksh~p; 
office complex (y lard) at Gllfach Ddu servlllg Dmorw1c quarry, wtlh 1ts dtamond-shaped clock-face. 
Despite the differences in size, it may be that both were intended to emphasis to the traditionally 
independent quarryman the importance of factory-sty le discipline and timekeeping. The first example 
has been recommended for listing, and the second has already been scheduled. A number of other 
examples appear in the list within the areas considered to be of national importance because of their 
group value. 

In the main, however, there is little evidence for lavish offices and administrative centres at the quarries 
themselves, often because their functions were divided yp with another ·office at the shipping port. The 
overall administration of Penrhyn quarry (20061), for instance, was carried out at Port Penrhyn, and of 
Bryneglwys (20430) al Towyn wharf station. 

At all but the smallest quarries weighbridge houses are commonly met on all levels. Occasionally only 
the pits survive, suggesting that wooden structures covered the machinery. A complete example, still 

186 20487:4. 
187 20091: 132. 
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with the lengths of rail on either side of it, survives on Bone Brig al Pen yr Orscdd.
188 

Its value is further 
enhanced by its promximity to a locomotive shed, and it there fo re appears in the list. 

The fact that slates were offered for saJe in different sizes and qual it ies, and that often output had to be 
stockpiled, meant lh.at stackyards in some quarries covered a large a rca.1

x9 Two examples at Gorscddau 
fall into the area considered of national importance.

190 

Many of the features normally associated with mining are absent from underground quarries; there are, 
for example, no instances of lamp-rooms, since the men relied on candles for their illumination 
w1dergroLu1d until after the second world war, and jealously guarded their right lo buy them themselves. 

5. 7. Ancillary 

Summary: 

The work of a slate-quarry required the skills of other skilled manual workers, such as carpenters, 
foundrymen, fitters , masons, platelayers. Th is section discusses the racili lies of which they made use. 

Terminology: 

Th is category includes: 

Blast shelter 
Detonator house 
Foundry 
Magazine 
Shelter 
Smithy 
Store 
·workshop 
Yard 

Analysis: 

Blast shelters were encountered at only six sites, though it is quite poss ible that some badly dilafcidated 
buildings elsewhere fell inlo this category. Those at Vivian quarry have already been scheduled 

91 
and 

those identified at Dinorwic, Prince of Wales and Gorseddau come within the areas on those sites 
considered to be of national iinportance. 192 The paucity of these features may be coru1ected with the fact 
that black powder was used in such a way as to create on ly a small explosion. 

Only thirteen magazines were identified, nearly all of them windowless buildings, sometimes with 31 

thick walls rather than the normal 2' . The outstanding survival is at Hafodlas, which is practically intact, 
though the wooden shelves have gone. 193 At Dorothea a detonator house survives as part of ~he 
remarkable complex of buildings on the main bank.194 
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The most commonly met ancillary structure in a slate-quarry, even the smallest, is a smithy, 
recognisable by its large hearths. Even a medium-sized quarry might have more than one, such as Rhos 
quarry, where no less than three were identified.

195 
These are considered to be of national importance. 

However, a number of other smithies are included in Appendix 1 on account of their group value with 
other features. 

Larger-scale workshop buildings are comparatively rare. At Croesor quarry the ruins of a workshop 
were noted 196 but this, far from s .... erving tl1e quarry itself, was the site of the "Keldril'' manufactory, 
where Moses Kellow, the manager, produced his unsuccessful hyd raulic turbine dri ll. At Pen yr Orsedd 
the main workshops survive, partly in the fo rm or an ear ly twentieth century corrugated-iron building 
(of great interest in its own right) encased in slate walls. contain ing an overhead gantry crane, a 
locomotive turntable, a traveller carriage for a ropeway, a la the, a hearth and other tools. 197 The feature 
is deteriorati ng rapidly, and is of very considerable importance. The set-up at Penrhyn quarry's Coed y 
Pare site is more elaborate, but since it is in re-use, less remains in situ. The locomotive sheds and repair 
facilities survive largely intact, w ith rails and inspection pits, as does the former quarry foundry, housed 
in a distinctive tall building with a large doorway. A gantry crane survives nearby. 198 This forms parl of 
an area that could be suitable for listing in its entirety. 

Both these sites pale compared to Dinorwic quarry's scheduled Gilfach Odu workshop, 199 already 
mentioned above in the analysis of features relating to the administration of the quarries. It is 
comprehensive purpose-built site without parallel in the industry - indeed, would be hard to find a 
parallel anywhere else - wl1ich includes a carpenter's workshop, a foundry and pattern shop, locomotive 
repair facilties, a painters' workshop, and a slate mill. Its present guise, as Amgueddfa Lechi, has not 
altered its character," and many of its original machines remain in use. Nearby is a a small enclosed yard, 
aga in already scheduled.200 

The following in this class are already scheduled: 

20087 VIVIAN 37 BLAST SJ-l EL TER 
20087 VIV IAN 43 BLAST SHELTER 
20087 VIVIAN 50 BLAST SHELTER 
20087 V l VIAN 54 • BLAST SHELTER 
20087 VJVIAN 59 BLAST SHELTER 
20087 VIVJAN 63 BLAST SHELTER 
20087 VIVIAN 51 SHELTER 
20091 DINORWIC 132 WORKSHOPS 
20091 DJNORWIC 134 YARD 

5.8. Domestic 

Summary: 

19~ 
201 10:5, 6, 29. 
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The remoteness of many sites ob liged managers and men to provide accommodation, either in the form 
of barracks or housing for families. The caban, the shelter where the men messed together at lunchtime, 
is a common feature on many sites. 

T erminology: 

This category includes: 

Barracks 
Cab all 
C hapel 
C hurch 
Domestic fragm ents 
Drying rooms 
Dwellings 
Hospita l 
P rivy 

Analysis: 

A number of different types of structure survive on many sites that relate to the men's domestic and 
eating arrangements. 

The most common single facil ity to ease the lot of the quarryman was the caban, a simple building 
where the men foregathered for meals . There is often a fi replace, and alcoves where teapots and mugs 
could be kept. Central eating places seem to have been unknown, and the cabannau could only 
accommodate a small number of men. One instance was found of a caban where some attempt had been 
made at architectura l decoration, at Rhos, where the fea ture is also considered of national importance 
owing to its group value with the mill and hydraulic syslem.201 Elsewhere cabannau are included w ithin 
areas of particular quarries that are considered of nationa l importance. 

Priv ies, other than those related to barracks, are no t pa rticu larly common - at Pen yr Orsedd, fo r 
instance, a quarry where the management seems to have interested itself in the men's well-being, only 
two were recorded.

202 
Elsewhere, as well as purpose-bui lt lavatories, it is known that m ill-races were set 

aside. Agai n, a number appear on the list below as being integral features of areas of importance. 

Pen yr Orsedd also provided a drying-roo m for the men's clothes, which survives complete with boiler 
and dryinft, rack203 which is included as a better survival than the existing scheduled example at 
Dorothea. 

4 
But generally throughout the industry there was remarkably little provision for the men's 

cleanliness and comfort - nothing remotely comparabl~ to the pit-head baths to be fow1d at colJieries 
from the ft.rst world war onwards, and it is clear that for many quarrymen tbe long walk or train journey 
home must have been a cold and uncomfortable experience. Part of tllis may be ascribed to the 
reluctance of owners and management to spend money on non-productive work, but pa11 of it may also 
be due to the quarrymen's traditional, or growing, distrust of paternalism. 

At a nun)ber of sites dwe ll ings almost amounting to small vi llages were met, as at the Oakeley quany at 
Blaenau ffestiniog.

205 
This may poss ib ly be a consequence of Oakeley quarry co1n ing about as an 
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amalgamation of three orig inally separate ~vvorkings, and the surv iving houses are all that remains of a 
community that grew up cheek-by-jowl with the quarries. At Rhiwbach quarry to the east are to be seen 
the considerable remains of the remarkab le quarry vi llage, a nucleated community which included a 
shop arrd a schoolroom,206 which is suggested as being of national importance. Mention should be made 
in this context of the village of Treforys, named after Richard Morris Grif:fith of Gorseddau quarry, in 
Cwm Ystradllyn, witl1 its three rows of croglof(tydd, next to the manager's ho use, now completely 
ruined, with its protective bank of trees. 

In a number of quarr ies barracks were bui lt on or near site fo r workmen who wished to lodge either 
permanently or Monday to Saturday. Examples have been identified (and scheduled) at Dinorwic207 but 
not at Penrhyn. There are none identifiable us such in Oyffryn Nant lle, perhaps because the villages of 
Llanllyfni, Pen y Groes, Tal y· Sarn and Nant llc itself could absorb a number of lodgers. Otherwise, 
barracks were getierally found on the more remote sites. Fragments of brass bedsteads, both double and 
single, were sometimes found in the ruins in tJ1e course of the survey, but it is clear that they offered 
little e lse in the way of comfoti. Glanrafon quarry, though with in easy walking distance of Rl1yd Ddu 
and Waunfawr, had a barracks,208 which is the only knm~n Gwynedd example of a ''dual row", a type of 
dwelling built into a slope in which entry to the ground floor is from one side of the row and entry to an 
independent sets of rooms on the first floor is from the other side. This is therefore considered of 
national imfgortance, as are the barracks at Rhos and Prince ol' Wales, for their group value with other 
structures. 2c 9 

ln contrast to accommodation for the quarrymen, which was rarely anything other than bleak and 
functional, housing for managers and other senior employees cou ld be imposing, and was clearly meant 
to reflect their senior status, though it is equally clear that they 'vVerc also expected to live near the quarry 
itself. They are for the most part convent ional Victorian Welsh middle -c lass dwellings, often shaded by 
trees to confer some privacy, for instance "Quarrybank", the Votty and Bowydd manager's house.

210 
The 

best example of these types of houses was considered to be the example at Pare, where the walls are 
hung with slate cladding, presumably as much to advertise the quarry's output was to protect the 
structme of the house . Il is stil l i11habited.211 

There was little evidence on any of the s ites where dweJl ings were found of any sort of community 
infrastructure. At Ratgoed a chapel stands near lhe lower mill,?.

12 
and at Tal y Sarn a church was found 

to have been conver ted into offices/ 13 one of a remarkable group of functional buildings and dwellings 
sandwiched between tJ1e old road and the course of the Nantlle Railway. However, neither on site nor in 
any of the neighbouring villages was there found anything remotely equivalent to the miners' insLitutes 
which were to be found in the north-east Wales coalfield as well as in Glamorgan. Though the 
quarrymen's formal debates in the caban during the lunchtime meetings on politics and current events 
are a matter of record, and though owners, mnnagcrs and ol1icials might encourage involvement in 
recreational activities 1 ike silver bands, it appears that the chapels atld the church continued to dominate 
the free time of the quarryrnen and their famil ies, that denominational allegiances remained strong, and 
that secularism made little impact. 

The following in this class are a lready scheduled: 

20087 VlYIAN 26 

206 20313:57. 
20 7 

The "Anglesey barracks", 20091:145 . 
208 20196:5. 
209 20110:4,20221:45. 
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20087 
20087 
20033 
20087 

VIVIAN 35 
VIVIAN 48 
DOROTHEA 39 
VJVJAN 34 

6.0 Summary 

CAB AN 
CA BAN 
DRYING ROOM 
PRIVY 

In all 106 quarries were selected for visiting out of a total of 464. A total of 2,731 features were 
recorded, of which eighty-one are scheduled. The results of the survey are presented in Appendix 1. 
which contains a map of each quarry showing the features recorded, and a list of each of the features. 

7.0 Addendum 

It was not possible to visit Penrhyn slate quarry as part of the preparation of the foregoing report, but the 
site was visited in August 1995 whi lst carrying out an archaeological assessment for Penrhyn Quarry. 
In the light of the information gathered in the preparation of this document, only two features at the 
quarry were felt to be of particular archaeological merit. These are the two water balance shafts 
mentioned in [5.4] Analysis above. They are remarkable survivals, both in fundamentally good 
condition, one preserved near the main office, the other in slightly poorer condition on a lower level 
(Pone Sling). The shafts themselves are intact, and the balance headgear in both cases is practically 
complete, as are the cages. 1\ number of other shafts survive, though the machinery has gone. 
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Mills were generally functiona l huiklings. This c~amplc at Minllyn, near Dinas Mawddwy, was built prc-l845, 
and was the first in the county to make use of steam power. 

Hafodlas quarry was c~tensivcly mechanised in the 1860s. The gantry crane survives, and bases for the 
Hunter patent saw are visible. 



' The no. 3 mill at Rhosydd quarry dales from the 1850s, when many of the mines 
working Ordovician slalc began lo mechanise. 



Rho:. quarry"s mill is~· hh.:nJ of the.: o lJ anJ the.: nc.:w . The.: larger trusses covc.:r a machine.: arc.:a . hut to the kft an.: 
tll.: trad it ional shcltc.:rs whc.:rc.: itH.hviJu;d quarrymc.:n spli t the.: slate:.. 

Evc.:n in the; 1920s when Australia mill was built at Dinorwic, slates were still being dressed by hand. On the left 
is an example or the lralal, on which the slate was placed to be square-trimmed with a knife. 



Steam-powered haulage shafts on the lines of a colliery were rare in Gwynedd slate quarries . 
Nevertheless, the remains of such a system survive at Ty Mawr East in Dyffryn Nantlle. 



The steam winder at Blaen y Cae, which operated a ropeway system to haul rock from the pit. 



fhts !>lrongpuinl .11 Cw111 Madum quarry ~upport~:d th~: ~umnut of a walcr-halanc~: inclim:. 

When.: lh~: quarry wurking!\ lay ahovc the processing site, a counter-balance incl.inc overcame the difference in 
lcvcb. This example survives intact at Dinorwic quarry. 



The slate indu!ilry made gre:.. t use of water-power, and waterwhccls remained in operation on 
some upland quarries to the end . Th is example al Rhos was built as late as 1934. 

Sh.:am and electricity have both powered this winding machinery at Llechwedd, which remained in use 
until the 1970s. The cylinder block base is seen in the foreground, with the crank still in place. 



Another method of hauling rock to a higher level was the powered incline. This example at Aberllefeoni used the 
weight of a rail-mounted water-tank to draw the loads upwards on a parallel track. 



At the incline summit the rope was passed either round a drum on a horizontal axis, or, as here at 
Hafodlas quarry, Betws y Coed, a sheave. 



The slate quarries were pioneers in the early use of hydro-generated power. This d .c. slaion of 1904 remains in 
use at Llcchwedd quarry , complete with its original machinery. 



A view inside the Llechwedd power house, where Gilbert Gilkes peltons operate 
Johnson and Phillips 175 kw d.c. generators. 



Th..: Llcchw~.:dt.l power hous~.: i!> visihk in the bnllom right of this photO!(raph. wlll\.:h shows lhc rem:tin~ or Lh~.: 
Wdsh Slate Company's viaduct. This gave access to a tip and a mill an:a on the !,tr :,.H.k. whtch were removed for 

hardcorc tn the 1970s. Underneath il nm lhc F.:stiniog Railway, joined from 1879 hy the LNWR"s 
Bl:lcnau hr.mch, !>lill operational 

Very few qu:mics had direct access of Lhcir own to a standard-gauge nlilway as Llcchwcc.Ju JiJ. This view shows 
the LNWR 's sidi ngs to the Lkchwt:dd Lranshiprncnl wharf. 



Some quarries built their own transport links to the sea. This shows the route of the 3' gauge Gorseddau railway 
to Portmadoc, running alongside the quarry's distinctive retaining wall. 



The remoteness of many of the sites obliged managers to build accommodation for their men. This building, the 
quarrymen 's barracks at Glanrafon quarry near Rhyd Ddu, is the only known Gwynedd example of a dual row, a 

building constructed against a hillside in which entrance to the ground floor was at one side and 
to the first floor at the other. 
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